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„What is it that you don‘t like about politicians?“ I was asked by a voter. Instead of asking back for his 

affiliation, I felt the person needed an answer fitting for all of them. „Politicians only think about 

themselves, about their own party and their own caste. About their privileges, their lifestyles and their 

children.“ Now the voter asked back: „But what is wrong with that? Everybody does. Why not?“ It was 

my turn to fill it in: „Go check how often your politician uses the vocable ,we‘ when involved with others 

and you will see. Probably a lot more often than a craftsman. The only way to identify with that would be 

making the same career choice. But the demand for politicians and similar state servants is rather limited.“

I like to tell this episode because it provides the contrast necessary contrast to understand what we say 

when we say we. It is not the “we” of an identity that is being put out to last longer than its parts. When I 

say “we” it is the pedagogic we, which comes together for a limited amount of time with a beat of a gong, 

only to disband again with the next one. It is the kind of “we” that is open to everyone who learned to say 

I before ever saying we, and who is confident to be able return to it after this “we” is over. We do not 

pretend to be for the time being but are for the time paying attention. Your homework you may better do 

alone, because the kind of we which also does homework is an entirely different thing and subject to 

another lesson.

In fact there are considerable reservations against using the we at all. Leonardo Da Vinci is being quoted 

that the worst mistake a teacher could make is giving an history lesson in we and ending with the 

revelation it included an enemy who was spared the law of cause and consequence for a time-being 

compromise. Though at least at this point everyone will know, it leaves the necessity to finish the struggle 

to the next generation and may become a toxic legacy passed on from generation to generation putting a 

malignant spell on the whole heritage. The only way to avoid it is clarity from the beginning that no 

compromised compromise is being taken. “We” does not include traitors. Or more precisely, before the 

traitors that like to include themselves into us are executed no other “we” than the pedagogic we is being 

used. If you do not want that, remove the traitors.

We want our government-employed counterparts to die, because that is what living with them means to us.

We are not going to leave them to a generation still to be created in order to kill them. So many before us 

have done so with the only result that they failed and rejuvenation became a vain ambition. At this time in 

history the only possibility of success is a clean break. Either we will be able to root out from our lives all 

mortal enemies plus their toxic legacies  – and by enemies I do not mean opponents but unfair and 

abusive opponents failing to concede their failures – before we may decide to build up anything for the 

future we trust to carry our own weight, or all that is going to be left of us is a written will certified by 

advance public multiplication which you may use to work yourself around unresolved remainders.  This is 

the only strategy to de-escalate a backstabber who has no other perspective than speculating upon taking it 

all. ■
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Ten Nails

Number: One

Title: Presidential Impersonator Found at Unitednations

Date: Thursday, Dec15th 2016

Name: Alkuin Orcy

Content: He looked like Ashraf Ghani, talked like Ashraf Ghani and walked like Ashraf Ghani. And yet the 

double of the Afghan president that stalked foreign ambassadors at Unitednations offices in New York was an 

American agent, explained a spokesman of the Iranian delegation there at a press conference. The crook fooled 

a number of diplomats over some time, local investigators said, with a false claim he was using a secret 

military shuttle service between the capitals.

The phoney politician toured foreign embassies and delegations, spent an amount of money for invitations and 

services that alone should have triggered suspicion, and lobbied counterparts to support the ongoing war and 

occupation there against parliaments and populations. As a result, the place is still a war zone and peace an 

illusion there, the speaker said, and added that before getting in conflict whether these two things were related 

by the law of cause and consequence it was recommended to look at the effect the fraud had on the perpetrators

themselves.

Mr. Paevi, who led an investigation after it was found that Ashraf Ghani had appeared in two places at the same

time, then went on to elaborate that the impersonation effort was a side effect of mounting suicide rates in the 

Unitedstates military. As a moronic dictatorship, he said, Washington has a military so rotten that however 

many soldiers of it die in war over a given amount of time, a bigger number thereof is going to kill themselves 

over the same period. By this, he explained, the American military would immediately forget about any losses 

in conflict, which by its military leadership was being valued as a tactical advantage of strategic potential and 

therefore worth the surplus sacrifice.

For setting up an impersonator in the Ashraf Ghani case, hundreds of military staff are working behind the 

scenes to read a clueless idiot‘s every movement and dish up the dictate over the teleprompter just like in a 

killer ‘drone‘ maneuvering effort. And the point is, he added as sharp as a piece of precision-guided 

ammunition, these staffers recruit from those strata of the military bearing the highest suicide volatilities. As a 

result, by scandals like this the American military leadership creates reservoirs that help it regulate its suicide 

rates.

For example, when the Gaddhafi impersonation effort that never had got that far ran into a dead end, many of 

these who had forged his love letters chose the bullet. Another side of the program is, to continue recruitment 

the suicide-ridden military scares civilian society into even worse suicide rates by means of violent propaganda 

and proliferation. As it keeps the suicide candidates on hold for instant compensation of eventual combat 

losses, the impersonation program has been mushrooming, with Ghani due to the country’s role as a target of 

imperialism becoming its most resource-intense and high-profile case.

Paevi also said an Afghan official had told him on the condition of anonymity that he was glad to finally have 

an explanation why an increasing number of his encounters were regarding Afghanistan in unfavourable views. 

The spokesperson went forward to argue that the program was kind of shooting itself into the foot, as the by-

product of the suicides were so many diseases that airbase clinics were helpless because they got their windows
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blown out by additional shuttle traffic.

Instead of fixing this, all the more effort was put into any and every detail of the impersonation. This resulted 

in teleprompter content that would be nihilistic in the sense that its meaning had no meaning. The perpetrators 

would come up with everything that would signal the real Ashraf Ghani that he was stolen from to obtain the 

ingredients, but not anyone else, regardless of apparent intent, with the only purpose of intimidation.

He showed charts illustrating how a considerable number of nations had been consumed by the deception and 

found the military shuttle cover story not an iota fictional. Military flights of this kind take place, but each one 

with an extra machine with no coincidentally free seats that could be dealt out here or there. Apparently the 

false Ghani told them what their ambassadors wanted to hear for reporting home for awarding. 

The statements were made directly in the foreign language without a translator. Paevi said academics found 

their common wavelength was a serf cynicism or nihilism. It did not matter so much what they said – there 

were even a number of mutually contradictory ones – but that each of them attempted to please someone by 

hurting someone else in the same way, with rotating roles.

The Iranian embassy declared that it had no jurisdiction to arrest the crook without a major transatlantic 

scandal, but said it abstained from a formal complaint to Unitedstates as the host of the international offices. He

elaborated that there were only two possibilities – either the false Ashraf Ghani was a family relative 

collecting money for private purposes, in case of which penal law was too harsh a response, or he was a 

government-controlled spy in which case it was too lax. He added that the handling of the apparent banalities of

the false Ashraf Ghani should consider the amounts of people killed by the prolongation of the imperialist war 

and false flag overhead. They said the impersonator could only be banned from the Iranian offices.

Asked whether he could attest professionalism to the enemy performance, Paevi shrugged and said that 

Afghans use to say, too many cooks are spoiling the soup. He said it was still being researched in a surplus task

offered to ambitious students whether there might have been several false Ashraf Ghanis appearing in New 

York at the same time at at least one opportunity between shuttle diplomacy talks over the region. He added 

while the jury was still out on professionalism, it had returned a positive finding on infantilism – the statement

left the sponge on the seat. Though the show could be over quicker than expected once there are significant 

numbers of combat deaths to require a clearing of reservoirs.

He showed charts illustrating how a considerable number of nations had been consumed by the deception and 

found the military shuttle cover story not an iota fictional. Military flights of this kind take place, but each one 

with an extra machine with no coincidentally free seats that could be dealt out here or there. Apparently the 

false Ghani told them what their ambassadors wanted to hear for reporting home for awarding. 

The statements were made directly in the foreign language without a translator. Paevi said academics found 

their common wavelength was a serf cynicism or nihilism. It did not matter so much what they said – there 

were even a number of mutually contradictory ones – but that each of them attempted to please someone by 

hurting someone else in the same way, with rotating roles.

The Iranian embassy declared that it had no jurisdiction to arrest the crook without a major transatlantic 

scandal, but said it abstained from a formal complaint to Unitedstates as the host of the international offices. He

elaborated that there were only two possibilities – either the false Ashraf Ghani was a family relative 
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collecting money for private purposes, in case of which penal law was too harsh a response, or he was a 

government-controlled spy in which case it was too lax. He added that the handling of the apparent banalities of

the false Ashraf Ghani should consider the amounts of people killed by the prolongation of the imperialist war 

and false flag overhead. They said the impersonator could only be banned from the Iranian offices.

Asked whether he could attest professionalism to the enemy performance, Paevi shrugged and said that 

Afghans use to say, too many cooks are spoiling the soup. He said it was still being researched in a surplus task

offered to ambitious students whether there might have been several false Ashraf Ghanis appearing in New 

York at the same time at at least one opportunity between shuttle diplomacy talks over the region. He added 

while the jury was still out on professionalism, it has returned a positive finding on infantilism – the 

statements left the sponge on the seat. Though the show could be over quicker than expected once there are 

significant numbers of combat deaths to require a clearing of reservoirs.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Two

Title: African Union Shuts Down Online Slave Market

Date: Friday, Dec 16th 2016

Name: Mikhail Brawn

Content: „All my neighbours and friends were present on that website,“ Lucas Freeman, 26, remembers, „so I 

was as well. But then I found that when I said I would not miss the additional online friends I have never met I 

was taking a minority position. Not everyone thought that these associations might never get real. Now that 

they turned out to be dangerous I am glad that the loss of illusion has not hurt me.“

Freeman said the phoney encounters mirrored the secret police system of a totalitarian state except that people 

were to choose themselves what they would write into their own and each other‘s surveillance files, because 

they were being kept for commercial rather than for political stability purposes. These individuals who leaned 

their souls upon phoney personalities whose real life existence they could not verify were then without their 

knowledge or consent being traded as slaves manipulated by the designs of what many came to call their big 

brothers.

For registration to the trade, victims were lured with the allegation that in order to be able to talk to their 

friends, family members and neighbours they were required to fill in a face book modeled on a 20th century 

CIA propaganda campaign design. The data was then stored on rental servers chosen by an algorithm 

configured to pick host countries with few or no legal protections against human trafficking. For example, 

victims from Burkina Faso found their data being hoarded in the Central African Republic where they cannot 

sue for removal from the register because the legal system recognises fewer consumer rights as to attract 

investors.

An anti-trafficking task force official installed by the AU summit in Lagos rejected rumours of censorship and 

explained that the shutdown was not directed against people sharing information on themselves and each other. 

Rather it was the centralised collection and exploitation of such information which had triggered concerns. He 

added that if the operational monopoly on the directory would have been on 20th century image processing 

technology many had used for the same purpose tat the time, anti-trust watchdogs would have blown the 

whistle long ago. But since it was a virtual reality bastion it went unchecked up to now.
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Most of the slaves were purchased by corporations for the consumption of their products. Once people were 

willing to follow digital aliens, they could be programmed for just about anything, a trade insider said, and you 

would be surprised bow many are unsatisfied enough with their daily life associations sufficiently helpless to 

change them as to fall for the traps of personalised marketing. “In a free society,” internet activist Lucas 

Freeman said, ”it is just as unimaginable that there would be different product catalogues for different people as

that there were different law books for us.”

“People might pick different parts of the library, but the content is the same for all, as it is expressed by the 

idea of public knowledge.” Freeman added that stealth human trafficking efforts masquerading as so-called 

social media contradict the pioneer spirit of the internet because they mirror the centralised design of the phone 

network – every connection in the city is going through the same switch room, for the big payers to pick from 

them like in a shop. In contrast, the internet enables direct connections avoiding the surveillance bottleneck trap

and there is no necessity for a message from Windhoek to Adis Abeba to travel via another continent.

Freeman said the transnational monopoly sites on the internet contradicted the architecture of freedom which 

would allow even the smallest village to pass their internal messages from neighbour to neighbour and decide 

freely whether it discloses to anyone who reads which subscriptions coming in from the outside world. He 

maintained that it was not that the information shared was to be censored from the internet, be it text, imagery 

or footage, but that it was to be structured differently. 

“Why is there one big online community? Why not many small communities each on their own who interact on

the same protocol that is not for sale as to make the people depending on it not for sale as well? Corruption is 

not an argument. It is a danger. The narrow implementation of so-called social media as it exists today is like a 

library whose entire content is printed on one big page with no meaningful structure.” 

Like a deserted landscape, such an application is disabled in most of its potential purposes and can only be used

for mining. In this aspect the stealth slave market sites represent a hopeless and ruined world. Others have 

compared them to factory barns where livestock is being produced in series for consumption. All these 

analogies are pointing to the human rights violations luring in the idea to sacrifice most of the broad usability to

one narrow purpose.

“The internet is meant to be decentralised” Freeman added. “That is why it becomes inefficient once 

centralised. This is the source of the rumours that it might have been a military invention, although it was in 

fact invented by service-evading nerds playing practical jokes on the centralised inefficiency of the bureaucracy

they came to despise. The pity is only that computing technology developed quicker than the human brain and 

today the surplus inefficiency that once was big enough to enforce a decentralised structure by lack of 

alternatives today is not any more.”

“For example, if a hundred people from a village order a pizza from the internet, you will have a hundred small

cars from town clogging the road link and spoiling the air instead of a local baking party served by one van. 

That is why the totalitarian internet infrastructure investment is such a waste of resources, even when it adds 

surface level pooling. We don’t need no extra glass fibers for our recipes to go over a central government desk 

on their way neighbour to neighbour. The Lagos Verdict is a good start.”

“For a smooth transition, we need to shut down the monopoly sites not by pulling the plug but by fixing the 
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edge. Do you remember how you fixed the edge of these old-fashioned floppy disks in the last century to make 

them read only? Monopoly sites should be frozen read-only for an appropriate transition period to allow 

inmates migrate to smaller and more self-reliant communities, until only the fake characters remain for 

liquidation.”

He argued that these teething troubles of the net on its way to an all-generation tool mirrored earlier 

industrialist aberrations, such as the large housing complexes developed at the height of the oil rush that under 

slightly shifted economic circumstances degraded into anti-social frenzy cesspools before they were shut down 

by later expressions of the same short-sighted neoliberalism. These failed architects then went on to spoil the 

cities with emergency monstrosities like the worldtradecenter buildings. According to Freeman, at least this last

stage of the mistake did not require to be repeated in the internet age.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Three

Title: Grand Mufti Takes On Caesarean Section

Date: Monday, Dec19th 2016

Name: Samarha Shanton

Content: In a fatwa issued in Cairo, the leading cleric of Islam for the first time took a declared stance on the 

much-feared elite unit of the dreaded Boko Haram militia. The Mufti argued the Caesarean Section‘s case made

in favour of the abduction of the Nigerian pupils did not hold any water, because they were taken in violation 

of the gambling prohibition which forbids the abuse of human life as bargaining chips. The Mufti declared 

whether elements of alien cultures were permitted in Islam was a matter of facts not of speculation.

The Caesarean Section is an inner circle group within Nigeria‘s Boko Haram militia which is decisive in 

shaping its policies and profile with actions such as the notorious mass abduction. With Boko Haram having 

declared a conquest of Rome one of its long-term goals, the Caesarean Section is preparing to face the 

Congregation of Faith, the Catholic Church‘s leading advisory body on ethical questions and moral choices, 

and replace it with itself as part of a broader Islamization of the North.

The Mufti had only been expected by a few interfaith insiders close to his own stance to risk a disagreement 

with the powerful group. Through the Organisation of the Islamic Conference the Caesarean Section controls a 

number of governments and markets, including Egypt. As a result, many leading clerics remain silent on the 

section‘s bargaining with Islamic governments at the expense of Muslim populations.

The declaration made in Cairo does something many see as rather unusual for a high representative, which is 

picking an uphill fight. With the rise of the section‘s influence due to the resource- and finance-draining oil war

after the decline of the Muslim Brotherhood an increasing number of clerics kept their mouths shut, all the 

more so as financial losses from the oil dump were being compensated by higher attendance rates due to the 

war of civilisations.

Boko Haram critic Dieter Martin Plince said on Nigerian television with its track record of war crimes the 

Caesarean Section was riding the first horse in the legion of hypocrites, crooks and liars making up the 

conglomerate calling itself Boko Haram. He added that some players in the jungle between government false 

flags and Boko Haram operations have become Caesarean Section leaders after they lost lucrative posts in the 
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civilian or military administration to their corruption and human rights abuses.

However, others regard the section as a sort of elephant‘s graveyard on which they may dump obstructive 

colonels because it was to be closed down anyway with the next generation in international arms trade. 

According to Plince, this produced a toxic mixture empowering itself into a barbaric menace, with the 

despicable bargaining over the lives of the pupils only being the tip of an iceberg.

Plince declared that if Boko Haram were serious about their proclaimed Islamic religious goals, it could just 

offer the public an alternative to the Western way of life and see whether anyone takes it without a lack of other

choices and devoid of any violence. In the opinion of this critic, Boko Haram was a caricature of itself run by 

soulless bureaucrats since suffering one hostile takeover after another, and there were no positive goals 

whatsoever left in it, only hopeless violence. 

What they did had nothing to do with religion but in anthropological terms was to be described as the response 

expected from one primitive warrior tribe to genocide by another primitive warrior tribe – you killed all our 

first sons, so we take all your first daughters and feel graceful in comparison. Except that in this case there is 

nothing it could be a revenge against – unless, maybe, the individual woes and worries of this or that section 

member or their resentment against the sovereignty of the people.

Some Boko Haram experts allege the setup of the unit was the result of an internal coup in the group‘s 
leadership, but it is more likely to be a consequence of meddling and interference by state agencies seeking to 

obtain covert control of the group. Just as in other such cases, thereafter the instrument thereof got out of 

control and came to be seen as a rogue threat by its own handlers. Insiders agree that the current leader of Boko

Haram is impotent to harness the section and cannot even operate an independent palace guard which could 

arrest section members in a suitable moment. 

With the Egyptian Grand Mufti‘s decree, for the first time a leading clerical authority has taken a stance against

the shadowy group, even though only a vague one as the claim made on the issue is only the least of many that 

could possibly be made. But rarely do Muslim leaders dare to speak out against it at all, so every bit of it 

however tiny is to be greeted with great emphasis. Indeed, by gambling with the pupil‘s lives, Boko Haram 

have neglected a precious peacetime taboo – if God would have put them in charge of them they wouldn‘t. 
The restoration thereof requires much more than merely a new management.

The section maintains an imagination of omnipotence, but recently J. Gewindeberg said it was more likely to 

become a play-ball of corporate media giants, such as violent rogue groups at the fringes of Christianity some 

of which hallucinate by committing wars and throwing bombs they could manage a returning of their gone 

prophet. In fact recent oil price and interest rate choices suggest this already happened and internally the 

section‘s leaders are teetering on the brink of despair. Nigerian oil investments shaken by the turmoil have 

sought their own ways to tame it through speculations.

It even runs its own palaces, which are being abused to seduce prisoners into accepting the gang as guards. But 

if they are worth more than their creators, why are people being abducted to get there? If Boko Haram‘s culture

and way of life was so attractive why do they intend to force people into it? Or is it at all worthless anyway like

a cellphone in the apocalypse? According to the criteria the organisation applies upon others, the answer would 

have to be to identify the tree by its fruit, that is the raw intent by its ripest results.
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Analysts suggest the rise of the Caesarean Section was boosted when the senior Boko Haram leader was killed 

in an aerial robot assassination a few years ago, and the group left with the choice to hand succession to a 

moderate or his neighbour and chose the neighbour who then let it expand unchecked. One compared the terror 

group to a shipwreck drifting the Ocean with largely incompetent commanders, pirates on board and a 

frustrated crew incapable to get together and overthrow them.

The Caesarean Section is a terror group within a terror group, like a state in a state. The more Islamic leaders 

are going to distance themselves, the quicker the abuse might cease. Then Muslim scholars have a prototype 

case laying in the open by means of judgement of which they may demonstrate the rest of the world the cultural

independence Boko Haram pretended to stand for.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Four

Title: Egyptian Airplane Crash Evidence Leaked

Date: Tuesday, Dec 20th 2016

Name: Mohamed Saidler

Content: In contact to a leaking platform, an unnamed Egyptian official has provided new information on the 

case of the passenger aircraft that went missing over the Mediterranean. Due to the rapid loss in mid flight 

height monitored in the incident, investigators had thought of a bomb attack as the most likely cause of the 

crash. But now an inside view of Cairo‘s vast airline conglomerate indicates gross management failures as an 

even more realistic scenario.

The official said the aircraft had been a prototype obtained from the European market for testing in ever-day 

use as to weigh a larger order of the same model. There was no ethical concern with testing on customers since 

the airplane type is in regular use where it was obtained from, and national regulations were to a purposeful 

extent variable he insisted.

The Egyptian government assumed that the only thing to be tested was the specific suitability for the Egyptian 

market and all technical issues had already been taken care of at European standards. When delivered the plane 

had passed a review by an experienced testing pilot in the fleet and nothing seemed wrong, unless maybe that 

Egyptair‘s load schedule might be better adjusted to with bigger wings or another model. 

But it turned out to be a technology in which every configuration issue quickly transforms itself into a 

reliability issue, although the configuration had not been changed. It became clear from debris investigations 

that the metal parts keeping the engines on the wings were made of an alloy that would not stand the 

temperature difference between their ends. An investigation of fissures in the debris had come to the result that 

if there was a bomb somewhere else on the plane, the official said, the substantial weaknesses had occurred 

independently before it.

Already under European conditions and business schedules the reliability of the metal would be nearly 

exceeded, but at Egyptian temperatures and usage profiles it could not be relied upon any longer. So when the 

plane after a busy day was back on route to Cairo, an anchor of one of the engines broke due to temperature 

difference overstretch although it had been all but old stuff, and the component remained loosely connected to 

the remaining anchor. This the brought the machine into erratic movements like a truck that loses a wheel, until
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it lost course and the traction and virtually dropped out of the air and the radar as well.

The leaking platform said that the claim was plausible but there may be good reasons to retain fissure samples 

until the debris scan is fully through with all verifications. The leaker said that the significance of the incident 

was that it was not a manufacturing error but a management mistake, so it would not be sufficient to obtain a 

new plane like replacing a shoe that broke soon after purchase. The manager had placed the wrong order for the

wrong metal for the component, since there were no qualified quality checks. The European aircraft market, he 

emphasised, was suffering development insufficiency due to the corruption ruling the sector in the backwater of

the tax breaks served to the aviation industry there.

The taxation circumstances deliberately hampered development and research. Egypt was only offered the 

unreliable engine parts because the international market lacked transparent certification and verification 

procedures. Hence, with the mind blocked by getting the manufacture adjusted to financial speculations, the 

production manager purchased the wrong metal for the wrong purpose. According to the official that meant 

several things: First, an additional risk that could outmatch any risk from continued use of old planes. Second, a

prototype error, since the risk profile included the same kind of mistake to be made again and again. Third, any 

other consequences of the insufficiency that might not be desirable.

The official said he was leaking the findings in order to signify to a reluctant government that it was not a good

idea to blame the loss on angry people with wristwatches as to place a huge order for stuff of questionable 

quality and to serve the taste of some officials. He said seen from a general public health perspective it was 

better to remain with the existing fleet, though new developments may be more efficient, and make a change 

only when it can be kept up without entrapping oneself in monopoly dependencies.

He said he was leaking because he expected the Cairo government to issue a list of recommendations to 

European regulators and lawmakers how to enable the proper development of aircraft. The leaker added that he 

knew the problem from baby bottles that burst when filled with hot water and his family had changed to these 

made of special glass suitable for the purpose, but apparently European aircraft producers were not aware 

thereof. He concluded that personally he would disavow any purchase of European aircraft just like the 

Egyptian special forces refuse the use of rope which could not be properly traded across the world market with 

reliable certifications even when it appeared spotless. 

A leak evaluation said a problem of the described kind could only be solved by complete remake beginning at a

regulatory level and a complaint-and-response procedure would not be sufficiently likely to bring about a 

spotless product to chose, so the risk pointed out by the leaker was significant enough for a break. It concluded 

the findings presented were possible explanations both for a technical crash and distraction bomb. Aviation 

industry mouthpieces declined to comment on pretexts of patent security.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Five

Title: Pete Boltash

Date: Saturday, Dec 24th 2016

Name: Multiple Defector Returns with Missing Jigsaw Piece

Content: Red guards and carpets were provided today in Pyongyang as to stage the return of a fugitive diplomat
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who had defected from London in the fallout of the British membership referendum last summer. The puppet 

administration in Seoul had said it had no other options than let Thae Yong-ho and his downstream family go, 

although it regretted the choice. The official returned with recent inside views of the South’s organised 

irresponsibility at the brink of collapse, a reception address said.

Before the vote, Thae had compared the Northatlantic breakup scenario to Korea’s situation after the end of the 

Soviet Union. Smelling in it the beginning of the end of the European Union, he then single-handedly 

disembarked for an ad-hoc field service to the colonialised South of the country still dazzled blind in the 

American Dream of manifest growth. Surely a crumbling oligarchy would pass him around like a gem, and 

they did.

Thae Yong-ho had difficulties working alone just like others have difficulties taking a break alone, only the 

other way around, a habit difficult to understand for most comrades in his government. Also, as a result he 

would be well positioned to pick up the pieces once Seoul was going to feel like Scotland. But outside tight 

communist circles that analysis was not shared in advance in order to keep up the scientific method and avoid 

any influence on the foreign vote. 

He elaborated he still regarded democratic voting as a fraud against the people but held the opinion that for 

reasons of scientific accuracy it was pivotal that the fraud would only be contributed to by these not brought 

into conflict of interest by doing so like foreign governments. Rigging an election was solely a matter of 

capitalist government, the insurgent population and independent activists but not of international relations, he 

said.

Hence, no mission statement was proclaimed in advance, and the Pyongyang government responded honestly 

concerned to his absence, genuinely assuming he might not even intend to return. To keep up the facade, even 

graphic offences were exchanged over the public marketplace to the extent of each side blaming the other of 

betraying the family for the sake of the family.

In North Korea, the standard terminology used in likewise situations is that arguments are being made claiming 

a loss of human qualities akin to a below-animal status, while the accused realise how gravely they have erred 

or been detached from the facts and that with regard to anything connecting to reality they are in intensive care 

of their critics.

E. g. the last footage of  Chang Song-Thaek shows him with hands folded inside the shackles on way to 

execution as as sign of protest, signifying his faith in his own ability to correct the consequences of his 

mistakes. But the government still did not give him a second chance, said Korea expert Borromaeus Hochmoor 

of the University of the People of the West in Hirtohirto, Alessandria.

With the transition from the elder to the younger “Proletarian Kaiser” the country had taken a separate path 

avoiding the broad failure of the Muslim Brotherhood, he added. The North Korean Sisi, Chang Song-Thaek, 

was purged by the North Korean Mursi, Kim Jong Un, like Khomeini did with the Persian Shah’s spy chief, 

and any projected surge of occupation influence failed to materialise.

But while in the Thae Yong-ho case the very same specific argument was made as well, apparently truly 

double-blind with not even a distinction in tone, no push came to the shove, and the defector got in position to 

work on the opposing side and collect simulation samples of the absorption tactics the South was developing to 
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apply in case of a foreign-imposed unification.

Hochmoor said technically spoken Thae was a double defector, as he was capable to switch back and forth, but 

even more technically spoken he was a triple defector, as he would do so to outmatch a third side bent on 

interfering in the issues between the two, although category-wise he was more of a business multiplier than an 

asymmetric beast or slingshot hero.

In the reception address, Hyon Hak-bong elaborated that during the months of the triple defector’s mission, not 

only did he make the capitalist circumstances dance according to their own melody, which may have 

contributed a great deal to an increased amount of chaos, such as in Japan, but also he collected a myriad of 

details that might be very useful in a reunification of the country by itself, after the occupation has gone and its 

wounds have healed.

Hyon stressed that Thae was now a key witness with regard to ill-informed or ill-intended ideas of unification 

proliferated over the propaganda machinery run by the South’s puppet regime. Especially the fact that he 

anticipated unification on a dead end only to tell his counterparts what it was in the end was considered 

scientifically valuable for the development of a self-sustained way thereof.

Thae followed up with explanations that Central Europe, at the Western fringe of which both had worked, 

failed to achieve a nuclear-free zone before unification twenty-six years ago, failed to set up guarantees for an 

appropriate two-lanes transition period before unification, and therefore failed to achieve both independence 

and a satisfying unification because irritations among nations were so bad that they could not properly agree to 

postpone.

Thae said that he came to the idea of defecting because his embassy was regularly lobbied by British 

industrialists seeking an arrangement over a bilateral nuclear fuel cycle in which Korea would receive packaged

fuel rods for insertion into foreign-built power stations, and Britain would take them back after use as to make 

parts thereof into nuclear bombs as it does with its European neighbours.

Dining and wining with local counterparts telling of fruitful fishing trips close to their reprocessing factories, he

concluded that it was easily possible to overstretch such speculation, as Marxist economists regularly have 

hinted that it was being placed beyond reasonable insurance regulations by means of lawmaking. Thae added 

that with the case of the American reactor in Japan in mind this was clear to see.

When the American-made reactors broke in an earthquake and their over-stashed spent fuel pools were severely

damaged in the ensuing tsunami several years ago, the Japanese government failed to hammer out a precedent 

for appropriate manufacturer compensation, and due to his step it now went to hectically doing one meaningless

photo-op after another with its providers as to distract from this burning issue.

In the context of the Songun policy, the information gathered by Thae was like a missing jigsaw piece, Hyon 

said, quickly adding that this was his own choice of language because he liked this kind of games during school

breaks in his professional training. Citing Marx’ famous lessons on the relationship between reality and 

consciousness, he went on with a heap of praise reaching into all professions.

For the plant farmer it was the missing species of seeds he reproduced with a little help from a neighbour. For 

the herder it was the missing animal at the fringes of the livestock for the rescue of which he would leave the 
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flock to itself. For the craftsman it was the missing tool useful to repair his toolset. For the factory worker it 

was the lacking ingredient to get the production line running, and so forth.

For Marx himself, a business advocate in the making turned economist and exile writer, it was the transmission 

belt between various components of market-standard coal-dependent production machinery each of which 

would be useless on its own, unless the irreplaceable raw material for the manufacture thereof was robbed from

tropical rainforest colonies.

For the precarious service worker in modern age cyberspace, it is the missing link that enables to connect the 

dots of various otherwise contradictory work experiences in what investment siege has turned into a secondary 

dumping market. For the North Korean government, Hyon closed, it was the unification-by-absorption-in-a-

teacup-scenario the crumbling oligarchies of the South had played upon Thae during their collapse.

Hyon quoted Kim Jong Un with the assessment that Marx himself was a proud defector, as he left Germany 

and it patriotic fraternities at the banks of his beloved river Spree after revolutionary movements there had been

absorbed by a corrupted oligarchy hiding behind vague ideas of parliamentary democracy, and subsequently 

been defeated by legacy monarchy contained in the very same absorption.

Yet Marx did not live long enough to return to his homeland, was buried in London at a wisely chosen place, 

and only when Germany had finally failed as a superpower a generation later came to fresh posthumous honour

by Lenin in the Soviet Union and the ensuing communist states in its gravitation, of which today’s communist 

Korea remains the last man standing.

Thae joked that in the post-historical age of neoliberalism for dummies it was easy to remain agnostic who was 

guilty of the Second Iraq War, but with the First Iraq War laying at the doorstep of it was clear that the 

invasion of Kuwait was a side-effect of the Ukrainian refugee crisis that hit West Asia after the end of the 

Soviet Union at a similar extent the West Asian one now hits Europe.

Quickly becoming serious again he added that the Ukrainian refugee crisis of that time was caused by West 

Germany’s pressure for instant unification by absorption, and the East German elite’s illusion they could hand 

over shop to competent colleagues just like after a slow night shift in their factories, without the necessity of 

setting configurations for a gradual transition.

These two components together sent shock waves through Europe stirring up all kinds of inactive fears from 

the last century, and materialising themselves in a refugee exodus from regions once hit worst by German 

military occupation; and these shocks were then echoed and amplified by Nato occupation efforts to push for a 

quick scenario merely because it would be the most unfavourable one to its opponents.

As a result, the German re-unification from early on lacked a positive cause and is still not established in some 

parts of the country, with regional political parties bitterly haggling against each other over national issues. 

Thae said the impression he got from the South Korean effort was that these most involved in it were also these

most unwilling to learn from history, and doomed to repeat mistakes made in hectic.

He added that for a goodbye he had recommend to his Southern counterparts to study the German case to learn 

that the best remedy against the unintended consequences of hectic absorption was fresh separation, like for a 

marriage under false assumptions that is being annuled instead of divorced because its failure is as old as itself. 
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If the South were to absorb the North tomorrow, it could only result in predictable regretting, restoration and 

restart.

The other way around it would result in parallel societies properly adjusting to each other before they unite, and

leave no post-unification adjustment issues simply because the political act of unification is being considered as

a rubber stamp only applied on completion, not as a lure thrown out to animals to obtain handles on them for 

exploitation.

Thae closed that he would not recommend a timespan for such a transition period, since it depended on an 

unconditional cessation of occupation efforts and not on a timetable, but said he estimated given the proportions

of the case it would be more likely to be in the dimension of years than of months or decades. 

However, the quicker the futile efforts to bridge it entirely cease the less it will require to be, leaving current 

Elders individual outlooks different than that of Marx. He also mentioned that he continued to disagree with 

Kim Jong Un whether his Southern puppet counterpart was to be called a witch. In a time when forward 

thinking is what is to be the motto of the day, he said, the term might be understood as a compliment.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Number: Six

Title: Australian Fake Fires Puzzle Experts, Confuse Amateurs

Date: Sunday, Dec 25th 2016

Name: Shinzo Utan

Content: This week we have an interview with Syd Sorge, fire captain in Innisfail, Alberta on the series of so-

called fake fires reported from the Australian continent over the last weeks. Also, the branch insider talks about

missing coral reefs, military occupation for the „Asian pivot“ and new risks for yachting boats in the region.

SU: You have been described as the number one counter-espionage man of the Canadian fire brigades. Please 

explain to our listeners around the world what is going on there.

SS: A spectre is haunting Australia. Every night the fire brigades receive several emergency notifications of 

forest fires in native forests there. And every time they move out it is another blind alarm. The Australian fire 

brigades are being flooded with false alarms from all over the country.

SU: By whom?

SS: It is being investigated. A few years ago there was a case in which an independent hacker in the suburbs of 

Sydney had redirected cab requests in the city‘s trade fair area to the fire brigade as a practical joke. But this 

spoofing effort is so systematic that it cannot be a script kid in a basement. And from a professional standpoint 

it must not be brushed aside. Whenever an alarm device gives an alarm, they need to go there and check, that‘s 
the routine to keep up.

SU: Do you have a suspect?

SS: Honestly, what worries most of us much more at this moment is the risk of emulation. We cannot ignore 

this entirely, at least some news of the false alarms are being talked about at least at a local level, and news 

writers complain their customers want to read printed explanations why our sirens woke them up the other 

night. The more of this is happening, the more likely it is that we might end up with cascades of suspects.

SU: You do not suspect the usual small fish, but a bigger one?

SS: I do nothing. The colleagues over there are reporting similar irregularities from other branches demanding 

the same pattern of explanation. But first let me elaborate to you why the fire situation down under is so 

explosive. The Eucalyptus tree virtually evaporates its own incendiary. In the drought, an Eucalyptus forest is 

as inflammable as a Lama on Tianamen Square. And once it is burning it is next to impossible to extinguish, 

unless a blanket landslide was to cover the entire area. There are ideas to preventively spray the trees with 

chemical agents to reduce the inflammation risk but this is something turning into a crazy effort once done 

systematic. That is why we fear emulators so much.

SU: So who meddles with your safeguarding of this precarious situation?

SS: Of course it was checked whether this time it is traffic speeding cameras whose alarms are being redirected,

or burglary sensors in local businesses, or drive-by-clerk wakeup induction circuits, or last year’s car accidents, 

but nothing the like. Similar irregularities are being complained about by the East Coast Fishery Union. 
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Fishermen have been reporting over the same period that their sonar signals suddenly showed rich fish swarms 

that are not there and even a lot of coral reefs of which they are absolutely certain that they are not there. It is a 

conundrum for firemen, it is a conundrum for fish-hunters, and it plainly is cause of a lot of lost sleep for many.

SU: Who exactly meddles with Australian yachts?

SS: It is currently being verified whether these incidents in fact are occurring with a much higher probability 

around Unitedstates foreign military occupation bases, which have sprouted up there over the last years as part 

of the ``pivot on China.´´ This could be a common factor in both and a reference to their causal origin. It would

mean that forged sonar signals and forged internet protocol packages would be originating from there. It would 

also have to be interpreted as plausible in this situation regarding the balance of words and deeds.

SU: What do you recommend?

SS: The standard reference concerning Eucalyptus trees is Falleramayr‘s ``Not For The Paper Mill´´ – it got 

everything useful in it you might otherwise miss, and in a form that allows you both to walk trough it all in a 

stunt and to digest a few pages here or there before falling asleep. But when it was written there were no 

``smart-meters´´ sending fire alarms across the networks. Further, I urgently recommend the Australian 

colleagues to publish their technical manuals describing how which substance in which condition is to be 

extinguished the best way in an edition that does not contain commercial advertising.

SU: What?!?

SS: That‘s right. The official manual is next to impossible to study due to ad pollution. An issue free of 

distractions would help freshmen to get to work and adjust quicker than now, and keep experienced colleagues 

focused on the facts without sacrificing precious forests or homes to inefficient routine. I don‘t think 

advertising revenues could be able to justify the extra risk they create.

SU: Why would a foreign military occupation command want to play this weird kind of fire show on a 

population in good faith?

SS: The taxi cracker is like a pupil throwing a piece of scrap paper on the yard. It angers the janitor. What we 

are seeing now is like a visiting parent throwing a car load of rubbish into the schoolyard. In the best case the 

teachers will conclude their time is better invested with other pupils and this one has only got its parents to 

blame for neglect.

SU: And in the worst?

SS: In the worst case the teachers will invest time in the pupil but as a rebel. The bad habit of the parent is 

being paid back with feeding a revolutionary attitude, consciously or unconsciously. In other words, whoever is

doing it, who is not a loner but a conspiracy of officials with official resources, is making the fire brigades so 

angry against them that regret may follow suit.

SU: Why in the world would a country which is not Australia‘s declared enemy pursue such hostile behaviour?

SS: There are rumours of it being a neoliberalist economic stimulus effort meant to increase the efficiency of 
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aforementioned advertising. These guys seem to think, kind of, if we get idle firemen to read their manuals then

they will also look at our ads, and spend their earnings for purchasing our products. But the causality is exactly 

the other way round, it makes informed professionals angry to have to handle obstructive alarmists and does not

leave them much time for calm and peace.

SU: That sounds nearly cynical.

SS: From the perspective of all those trees already lost to emulation it is, all the more the more emulators see 

through the multiple volatility of the situation. But to anyone listening who is thinking of setting a few on fire, 

be warned that if you do you will most likely lose your life in it, and regret the last few minutes and moments 

thereof very much. I am saying this because it also could be climate deniers.

SU: Climate deniers?

SS: Climate deniers. Who would be interested to make claims that the reefs were intact, the fish were alive and 

the forests in good health? What does it do with people who are actually interested in something else making up

their daily chores when they are being flooded with false news on a true issue, would they miss the most 

important bit of it and understand it as a false issue? It is already happening. These deniers have a whole facade

of credibility to lose and are clinging to every straw of it.

SU: As a fireman, what is your conclusion?

SS: Don’t play with fire. Don’t lighten up people’s interest on an issue without serving it. This seems like a 

despicable nuisance, but the longer it goes on and the more people it frustrates the higher the risk that it is to 

develop into a grave threat to Australian native forests, and it can turn from one into the other over night, and 

from there into an Apocalyse any moment, and the only thing which I like even less than having to save the 

climate is when the climate has to come to save us.

SU: Thanks for telling me.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Seven

Title: After Truck Bomb, Germany in Disarray

Date: Wednesday, Jan 4th 2017

Name: Hartmut Mann

Content: Despite explosives failed to detonate, the impact of a truck bomb that hit a market next to a church in 

the European nation’s current capital has left the country in complete chaos. Fearing to pay the price for its 

accumulated war crimes, Merkel’s totalitarian state is grabbing for every straw, resulting in ever more absurd 

demands for surveillance access, as a scared population is confronted with the ugly bill of military aggression 

and official hypocrisy. Only recently a German court has pardoned an air force commander who ordered a 

similar attack against Afghan civilians. We talked to controversial Imam Thorwald al-Abgar about the political 

situation there.

Q: “Is it true that the church near the attack site had a Bible problem?”
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A: “I have seen the heap. Local clerics had removed some of them every once in a while, but it were getting 

more and more every day. They have a little difficulty what to make of them, because nobody wants to get 

filmed trashing them like petition signatures. Yes. That church was one of the sites where resigned Christians 

laid down used Bibles. Some locals even told me that they had got the impression some of them had been 

deliberately damaged, while others appeared to have been purchased only for the purpose of the performance. 

But that is a merely material issue. Every single one of them signifies an individual who has lost his faith. That 

is why they put them there for the Christian clerics to grasp.”

Q: “So when the truck bomber attacked, there already was something going on?”

A: “Absolutely. Over the last years it has happened nearly everywhere, but this had become one of the few sites

where they piled up highest, probably due to the connection to the political capital and centralised discourse. 

The truck attack – as we know the explosives failed to detonate – only came to underline the spectacle that 

was already developing there. With the advent of the Christmas holiday, and increased business around the 

church, spectacular photographs of big heaps of abandoned Bibles were only a matter of time, with some even 

speculating about moving stashes collected at other churches to the place. The truck attack only anticipated 

that.”

Q: “Could it be a false flag meant to spoil an upcoming ‘Bible Mount’ debate there?”

A: “If it was a false flag then it would not have got a Daesh flag put on it thereafter. But yes, that  was very 

likely the intent of the attacker. The calls for the church to curb its engagement in the military-industrial 

complex too often get lost in the market noise. The truck bomber risked his life to carve that message into the 

surrounding market, as apparently not a single one of its participants risked their reputation to write it into the 

church’s guest book. We can take that attack as a sign that the u-boat usury has taken the full circle of 

escalation. The Bible says that the first step out of the Babylonian captivity was to cease eating the emperor’s 
food. From there it is only a little further to cease using its slaughter instruments. It also says man does not live 

of food alone.”

Q: “What is wrong with Germany that they proliferate those u-boats?”

A: “It’s a huge economic temptation, like flooding the market with free beer and taking the monopoly price for 

meat sales. Some scholars have compared that deal to a lavish luxury car for representation, but that ignores 

that soldiers are murderers. It is more like the temptation for the British empire in East Asia to pluck the 

available opium from the Indian market and forcefully inject it into China, with the result of bringing about a 

superficial aversion, one that is closer to the recipients of the genocidal weapon carriers than to their 

producers.”

Q: “Like in?”

A: “Please do not interrupt me. That is a bad habit the guild better leaves to corporate liars. Well, there is the 

possibility to openly reject the toxic asset as a first step. If not it provokes all those arms races with the king 

down the road purchasing warplanes and the pseudo-king over there purchasing passenger planes, the crown 

prince taking a fistful of helicopters and all the rest of the catalogue down to the silver bullets. God-damned 

missile chess. Bitterly clinging to the war economy is Merkel’s only consistent orientation in fact.”
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Q: “Was the target market a rallying point for Merkel supporters?”

A: “It was related to a Christian holiday. But Merkel is as little Christian as Opec is Islamic. In any case, those 

Bible heaps are merely one side of a nation which claims its identity to be older than the influence of 

Christianity to the region, and the later crusader state borrowing its name from one neighbour while oppressing 

another. The other side you can see if you do instead of a church visit a pre-historic Germanic cemetery or 

other sacred place of indigenous association.”

Q: “What is to be found there, heaps of fiction literature?”

A: “Hahaha. No. I found something completely different. I found a showcase example of two local families of 

different orientation. Of course I took time to visit such a compound. When a family arrived at the place, one of

their children fell over my tent. There was no damage, but the parents offered me what they considered an 

appropriate amount of money. When they did three times, and added a piece of fresh fruit because as their 

father said unfortunately money is not edible, I took it with the remark that I would look for an opportunity to 

appropriately pass it on.”

Q: “That’s a higher level than the average conduct in a traffic accident. What happened then?”

A: “Nothing. No one was angry or anxious at each other, and everyone went their ways. The site was truly 

inspiring, in the creative sense of the word. When I left though I found that the only way in town to take a 

shower without purchasing an overnight stay was to get one for free at a homeless shelter, where the handle 

was broken, so I left their repair donation there. Then I boarded a train, and another family in the next 

compartment fell over each other’s feet.

Q: “Not yours?”

A: “Please. Phombie kids whining over defunct bathrooms and phombie parents changing the subject. They had

no connection to the land they live upon but were entirely absorbed by the distorted proportions and deceptive 

contrasts of commercial surrogate culture. And what they brought up to reassure each other of themselves was 

all but convincing. At least not to convince anyone of taking their used car for free. Anything taken from an 

investment slave is an investment ruin. The difference between an alternative and a conventional family could 

not be any crasser.”

Q: “Can you say the fruit-eaters are Pagans and the phombies are Christians?”

A: “No. Connection to the land or not and affinity group association are not that directly related. Neither of 

them could hold a candle to you or me. Well, one had headlights, the other had cellphones. But what I found to 

be a significant difference is the amount of stress they inflicted upon themselves. These connected to the land 

just lived so much happier and healthier and freer as well than these connected to the grid. One were on the 

territory, the others not even on the map. And if you look at the church it is made of humans. It is, as a whole, 

challenged by the same choice, whether it puts the land above the grid or the other way around.”

Q: “So every single one of these abandoned Bibles piling up there should be considered an offence of the kind 

of a truck in a crowd?”
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A: “They are proof that the church has got off the road ploughing through the crowds like the vehicle, only 

with some amount of good luck or maybe a Guardian Angel having ensured that the explosive payload did not 

cause any damage so far. In the aftermath of the attack, have you noticed any church representative admit that 

now he understands better why Afghans do not like German commanders to get pardoned by German courts for

terror attacks of the same kind? Do they still not understand or do they only not admit? No charity donation can

compensate for clerical enabling of war crimes or change the disastrous human rights footprint.”

Q: “Germany should not wage war?”

A: “No. Germany should not have an army at all. It should completely disarm. That is what is in fact prescribed

by diplomacy and international law, only that after Hiroshima the parties of the conflict failed to implement it 

together. This is the first piece of the planetary military-industrial complex to be taken away in order to 

dismantle the entire thing, but these with the greatest justification to insist upon it allowed themselves to get 

corrupted by the u-boat usury. The war finally coming to the capital of that country should be taken as an 

urgent reminder to prosecute the officials involved in facilitating the fraud. These u-boats in international 

waters are as dangerous as a truck on a city market, even if they did not carry a payload. Let’s see whether the 

perpetrators like to argue they were not shown which demon they are feeding.”

Q: “Which one?”

A: “Mutually assured deterrence is madness. Feeding it in others for blowback revenues is suicidal madness. 

Hooking up a national economy on that is genocidal madness. Stop it, scrap these, bring them down. And never

forget, had anyone told my grandfather that he would have his dearest child only after the Kaiser was gone, he 

would have had a hard time, but nevertheless there we are.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Eight

Title: Austrian Child Abuse Case Takes Abrupt End

Date: Friday, Jan 6th 2016

Name: Oskar Pfaus

Content: The child abuse investigation against Freedom Party chairman Egon H. has come to a sudden end with

the death of the suspect in a traffic accident, Austrian news agencies are reporting. According to media 

coverage, H. was involved in a traffic accident on the country‘s major transit highway. It was reported that for a

van driver an attempt to overtake a truck had ended deadly, and that the casualty had been the suspect.

Investigators said according to eyewitness descriptions, the van had been behind the truck for a while and 

attempted an overtaking manoeuvre once it noticed another vehicle in its behind. The approaching driver then 

hit the van despite trying to reduce his speed respectively bypass the obstacle, which happened to push it into a 

collision with the truck. Both other drivers survived without injury, but only because the truck was empty and 

all brakes worked.

The high speed driver said he was carrying scientific courier cargo, and although his freight could be reloaded 

without losses, lab samples had become technical trash since the required condition of non-exposure to 
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unchecked circumstances could no longer be certified as formally fulfilled, and an experiment would have to be

repeated in an unrelated reality slot.

He said he regretted the fate of the van driver, and had been at a speed more than fifty kilometres higher than 

that of the other vehicles because the road had been certified ice-free, and it was as if a ball would be thrown 

into a town entrance road without warning, only that it was a van.

Investigators underlined that the accident was under suspicion of suicide, because the van driver, who had his 

child which he molested taken away from him, on the back seat carried a crash test dummy puppet prepared to 

resemble his gone victim. 

It was speculated whether this cargo implied that H. had thought about provoking a car crash. Investigators 

added that overtaking triggered by the view of a perceived competitor in the rear view mirror was a common 

mistake and often connected to misperceptions of its speed. 

In the past, H. has also branded an Austrian police commander who had said that he was always wearing his 

badges as an alleged liar, although it was obvious from the context of the statement that it was tailored to refer 

to service hours on the job, and demanded to reclassify foreign war refugees as voluntary immigrants under a 

contingent limit.

It was stressed that the human species as whole is biologically unfit to handle speeds it cannot reach by its own 

natural capabilities, and even experienced drivers have a hard time to perceive a difference whether the car in 

the mirror is approaching just a little quicker than their own or at double speed.

The only walk of life in which early humans experienced anything likewise were hunting and war. The child 

remained with the mother and both could only be informed after the accident had happened. 

An Anonymous banner left at the accident site said “May you live in interesting times,” apparently directed at 

the child. It became obvious that it was recycled from a protest action against the Chinese Supreme Court 

which recently ruled that the wording must not be taken as an offence.

Austrian Chief Judge Maleachi Faehrmann, who had been leading the abuse investigation, declined any 

comment except that the case made him feel a need to get his spine massaged, but not by his children.

Staffers suggested that by this the “no” word of the child was fulfilled by being ignored for a second time. 

Freedom Party officials were not available – due to an ice bathing ceremony, a source indicating its name as 

John Ten said.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Nine

Title: Snovden Speaks Out On Washington Election Certification Debacle

Date: Saturday, Jan 7th 2017

Name: Ary Pauling

Content: In a trim-your-authorities ombudsman call-in session on an Ecuadorian mountaintop county radio 
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station, NSA backwater dropout Edvard Snovden finally broke the silence on the machinations behind 

Washington‘s current government crisis and came out with a conclusive record on the events  around the 

disputed 2016 ballot. Since the jet-setter is currently applying for a stay in Ecuador, he used a portfolio 

opportunity to prove local language skills to share his views; this mailing covers the most significant excerpts.

„In the beginning there was the order going from NSA to FBI to get into their cars, drive in front of the homes 

of Democratic candidates, and wait there for further orders. The perfectly normal everyday procedure of a 

terror alarm, which provides this giant uniform zoo where the doors roll over your belly every hour and the 

combustion engines are roaring hard to nail their coffins. The servicemen at this point were not informed 

whether they were involved with suspects or with respectables, as was argued in the commands as a checks and

balances benchmark, but it turned out to be an uneven load.“

„There was little information, but the FBI leadership was briefed on the condition of non-disclosure that other 

services had received a warning from the Erdogan regime that seventy-two terror-listed individuals had entered 

Unitedstates territory through a border administration loophole resulting from incompetent diplomatic 

deconstruction of the outcome of the Spanish-American war, which inter-state insiders know as Cap Rodriguo. 

Its boss had little choice than to let the doors roll without telling anyone why. And then the missing letters to 

fill into the incompletent order never arrived.”

“NSA had speculated that the election was on the hinge, and once Trump could not stand the uncertainty any 

longer, he would give up his resistance to the establishment and wave a hand or at least a finger into the 

direction of the first agents signifying they might crack down on the opponent in his name and thereby define 

the cultural lead motive of his presidency-to-be. But as everyone knows, Trump was much further ahead of 

Clinton than NSA had speculated, and did not even consider to weigh the eventuality of a possible attraction in 

a temptation of this configuration.”

“Had NSA set in motion FBI a little bit later, maybe they would not have spoiled their own election. But 

instead of Trump being seduced Democrats were intimidated, resulting in a lower outcome for their share in the

vote, which may or may not have been the cause for Trumps disinterest in the unfair offer. NSA accounted for 

every tiny little possibility, except that FBI leadership would obey on the foot and terrorise Democrats way 

ahead the estimated time NSA had expected FBI to take to digest the administrative humiliation. This is true 

irony. ”

“In a desperate last-ditch effort NSA has shot itself into the foot with FBI as a spineless witness. Whereas 

desperate is meant like with the bus bombers, not so much desperation as an individual or a citizen but 

desperation as a strategist respectively tactician. If you polish up their logic, it says they did not believe that 

Trump would believe them, so they chose a bureaucratic trick which then – boomerang, boomerang! – 

turned into a self-fulfilling prophecy. Had they just been leaning back against their alleged belief in democracy 

as a state ideology Trump likely would have failed.”

“But let’s not be patting what the ancient Chinese Master called the Art of Doing Nothing. Do Nothing at the 

appropriate point for doing nothing, and the people are going to flourish by themselves. Confucius, Ashram 

Workarounds, verse onehundredthirtyfive. Victory through superior self-confidence. Instead of pushing around 

the other sprockets in the so-called checks and balances, in translation this means they should turn to their own 

religious leaders and tell them. But the one thing Obama cannot achieve is preaching beyond the choir. As a 

surrogate, he piles up blaming the Russians even after the Chinese began laughing.”
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“The latest highlight in Beijing are the detective videos leaked by a Chinese-American restaurant near one of 

the besieged candidate’s family homes, which show cops standing in line with regular customers for the 

restrooms. Global Times and some Hongkong bloggers currently are busy with captioning contests on the motto

of How to spoil your own election. When a cop comes in for an unofficial need, customers seem to think there 

was a terrorist on the toilet or in the streets or at a neighbouring house, depending on their respective voting 

habits.”

“You see, the only good thing to such orders is that they make exit polls obsolete. Just like an official wrap in 

the shop door makes searching for products obsolete. By the way, check the webcams for Quito tram turning 

loops, that makes the footage I described above obsolete. What matters much more is that in this election of 

2016 one branch of Unitedstates government rode another one thereof like a donkey. And the big donkey sang 

its siren sound, and the little donkeys were not confident and stepped into the water. Eh-ah.”

“So here you have the skewed Obama logic: America shot itself into the foot because someone did nothing. 

Russia did nothing. Hence Russia must be the scapegoat. What the heck. The stork came along, the stork 

brought the child. If FBI worked that way they would be so busy drinking reconciliation beers all day that they 

could not drive back their cars to their command posts since you would see the wavy lines. Yes you can see 

Obama’s wavy lines now. He tries to talk himself out of his failure to capture the Managua election.”

“The question is not who is guilty because there is no external guilt. Neither is it who did nothing when this 

was the perfect choice to do. The question is, who softened up NSA accordingly for this scientific breakthrough

to happen. Well, if you like to believe it was Putin, then you can believe anything about Putin, including that he

smokes pot on on Poroshenko’s veranda when the homeowner is at the office, parachuting from a military jet 

loaded with a herd of cows and then returning to his cockpit with a backpack missile. The latter is of course 

only a caricature circulating in India.”

“Who softened up NSA? I tell you it is someone who does not believe in prisons. Someone who is well aware 

that America has a prison problem that makes it inferior, confused and excited. Per capita prison capacity has a 

meaning just like per capita income has a meaning with respect to the ranking of a nation among others. The 

only way into the direction of ‘Great Again’ is the total abolition of prison. Why this? Certainly someone wants

to make Trump feel about prisons like Bush felt about alcohol.”

“Had Clinton been leading the winning bets it might have come the other way around, and FBI would have 

driven their vehicles to Republican homes, offering the other candidate an opportunity to fill up an 

unsustainable archipelago of tinpot bureaucrats with criminalistically innocent political opponents for the sake 

of feeding NSA jobs. NSA’s failed Trump policy is little more than its Clinton policy repackaged in a wolf’s 
skin. Yet this animal scared the Democrats so much that it effected nothing else.”

“My great grandfather buried his service uniform and sought a fresh start after he was one of a few who had 

remained in a repair dock as the warship of his unit took a Yasukuni torpedo. I am ready to go to London and 

escort Assange from the embassy to the air plane and remain in the transit area until it has left British airspace, 

but only if these who asked Assange for forgiveness will forgive Chelsea Manning first. However, if you 

cannot yet forgive Che, go ask Hunter Thompson and Gary Webb to forgive you first.” 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Number: Ten

Title: Leading Americanist on Reagan Scandal

Date: Wednesday, Jan 11th 2017

Name: Riley Allen

Content: At a press conference in Rangoon today organised by the Standing Committee of the University of the

People of the East, Valentin Caspar Von Grimmelshausen provided comprehensive overview over the 

undercover scandal at Reagan Memorial Library that over the course of the last year, especially after the 

murder of the former first lady‘s younger sister, escalated from a nuisance to an arms race. Grimmelshausen 

said the murder was likely a revenge for the family providing the nefarious “nuke the other candidate in five 

minutes” microphone to the popular university as a functional figurehead.

“When Russian ambassador Victor Ivil came to Washington, Unitedstates in the twentieth century, and 

appeared to the press corps after a meeting with then president Ronald Reagan, he made the famous statement 

widely echoed throughout the commercial mass media: It is good to be here in Canada. Of course Ivil was not a

geographical imbecile, as many commentators suggested – what he was in fact saying was, I come to your 

country with the steadfast orientation to treat all nations as equal regardless of any exceptionalism garrulity, 

love thy neighbour as yourself and so forth.”

“You can find it in his graduation thesis which elaborates how before industrialism the colours on national flags

had different prices, while with the advent of chemistry and factories they changed to equal price, levelling any 

hitherto exceptions. But the really interesting bit was what his Business Attachment said at the same 

opportunity: If you want to know America, you have to look at its alternative success stories. Many observers 

are repelled by the weird mixture of story elements that theoretically could have come from anywhere, and 

others that represent the most narrow interpretations of specifically American aberrations.”

“Success there means, instead of being mean becoming a mixed bag of better and worse that for us is worth 

less than what it aims to replace. For his followers in North America, Reagan was such an alternative success 

story – more burdened by setbacks than advanced by successes, yet held to American standards one of the top 

ones on the menu. Undoubtedly he got his hand on the inner workings of the American psyche, which is 

immersed in alienation and possessed by sectarianism. Yet despite the Russians did everything they could to try

to lift him up, Reagan failed because as Mao is being quoted in a vague anticipation of Bin Laden, nobody can 

dance the dance The First Will Be The Last on the tune of Who Comes First Buys First without having the 

flowers trampled.”

“The trampled flowers represent the surge in honour suicides over the recent years. In ever shorter intervals, 

there are micro-level mutinies at military bases or in public, usually gun violence expressing disagreements 

within the archipelago of target-tailored oppression bureaucracies. They have dramatically escalated in parallel 

with the memorial library scandal. Honour suicides occur when employees of special military units due to their 

inside view realise their fundamental wrongdoing. From that they understand that they are in no way part of the

future, and usually chose a route to death without any moral barriers.”

“In some circumstances though it is not a direct line but twisted along jams and delays. Some try to put 

something positive on top of their broken record as they die. They must feel really bad as they have scorned so 

many quitters until they realised it had become way too late for them to get out alive. Again, as Mao once said 
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to Nixon to check whether he was familiar with Marx: American gun violence is not just white noise but 

follows a melody. A melody which has become increasingly shrill over the last years. Reagan once joked that 

the American national anthem had been meddled into a song of death.”

“At the Reagan archives, some books and manuscripts have been removed, and others illicitly added. There 

was no alarm but there are too many instances of inconsistencies that could not result from legitimate in-house 

use of materials to be ignored. In fact the only consistent strain that was found by research on the issue was a 

bitterly cynical tendency in the content of the additional documents, all the more so if they had not been 

inflicted upon the original material itself but secondary research folders. The damage went from printed 

materials to emulated handwriting. It would be a sick joke to say the attack carried Reagan's handwriting. It 

displays the handwriting of a malignant conspiracy.”

“From the proportion between the amount of effort to produce them and get them there to their actual value of 

use a parallel could be drawn to the moral imbalance of their authors. The worst was, there was no imaginable 

border of impiety they did not aim to surpass. No moral limit. The Reagan family met and concluded that they 

got stuck inside a grotesque performance of Matthew 13, a chapter of which Ronald Reagan himself had once 

said when questioned whether he believed in a general significance of the number that it predicted the 

Holocaust. Yet they decided to go a step further than in the story and ensure that the malignant ingredients 

would not pollinate out.”

“Don’t hold the Jewish-Christian Bible too high, though. The circle might close, and good would be bad and 

bad would be good. This is to a large extent not the word of God but words of writers who believed that they 

wrote for God about messengers. Reagan’s legacy might be a regrettable monoculture when seen from our 

political perspectives, but I went into the investigation with the knowledge that a grave threat of this calibre 

might also want to hit permaculture heritages. But upon the background of a monoculture one does get better 

contrast, and that makes it easier to analyse the configuration of the threat and prepare to neutralise its 

escalation and proliferation, and hopefully its origin as well.”

“Where evidence of crime is being obliterated in the intention to make illegitimate inclusions permanent, 

bringing about facts becomes the new normal and entire people are obliterated because the only thing certain is 

that the perpetrators are included among them. Irreversibility opens the floodgates to irreversibility. At least in 

this aspect the old book gets it right. Although at the time most of the family was too busy with the mourning 

to consider a post mortem, the conclusion became unavoidable that if half a year after it happened there still are

traces being covered it could only have been homicide. The sister had moved her life into library rooms until 

she was found dead there.”

“Now we are preparing to conduct an pre mortem upon the memorial library in order to keep it alive. It has 

become clear at this point that the manipulations were not perpetrated by the foreign stooges omnipresent in the

distraction propaganda but by local agents. Well, as clear as the American induction in the twentieth century 

when the revolution on the Cuban island was followed by more revolutions on the South American mainland 

that there could only be Che Guevara behind it, who turned out to be. We will know with a seal once we have 

their buildings disassembled. Unlike for the surgeon extracting the shrapnel it is useful to examine the gun.”

“We talk about a campaign compared to which the infamous image manipulations Stalin ordered on group 

photographs of his politburo seem like minor breaches of authenticity. The basic motive of the malignant 

content is to intimidate researchers and noise out possible conclusions. For that purpose, Ronald Reagan is 
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being brushed up as kind of predecessor of the outgoing failure of a president, and one forgery designed to 

resemble his handwriting in its content even talks of a “great man that is to come up after I am gone” as if that 

had been his primary source of meaning in life, using a wording apparently borrowed from John the Baptist.”

“I quote this and only this to you for the purpose of illustrating the sheer madness expressing itself in this type 

of crime. Even if it were to achieve what it aims at the result would be worthless because nobody would believe

that Reagan would have seen himself as the biggest fan of the now outgoing administration. Nobody familiar 

with the person would give it any credibility, and in these who would the Reagan heirs quite obviously are not 

interested for very good reasons. It literally is a dead end speculating that people with their own perspectives 

would submit to a dead end if only their natural rights are neglected and their creations are officially being 

abused ever more.”

“For outside observers it is not new that Unitedstates, including the Reagan government, sooner or later does 

turn all the human rights abuses it commits against others also against itself. This has happened through its 

entire existence at a much higher extent than elsewhere, because it is not a nation that was actively or passively 

befallen by colonialism until it went away, but a colony that broke off with the aim to become a nation. If you 

imagine a country as a house, abandoning colonialism is akin to replacing the roof. In North America though, 

abandoning colonialism means putting the entire construct on a new foundation. The evil is not sitting on top of

the nation but the other way round. Like the Teutonic empire of the Northern crusade or the Israeli settler 

dictatorship.”

“I think it is this constellation which allows for the conclusion that the outrageous claims of data crime held up 

by the failed administration against foreign nations, which are not corroborated by independent non-

governmental institutions on the international level, are a deliberate distraction aimed at the Reagan family 

suggesting to them that it had to be anyone else than Unitedstates bodies who was to take blame for the 

manipulations and the murder. The now outgoing administration that announced to stop climate melting and 

utterly failed does not like to admit that it virtually set the memorial library on fire, but at the same time wants 

to win over these it attacks. I was told Reagan himself called this cowardice.”

“It is both plausible and instructive to assume that the crime itself has the same or a largely similar motivation 

as the distraction. This is so because there is a proportionality showing up between the extent to which this 

together-with-you-i-am-stronger-than-you-kind-of-an-attitude government is getting stuck on its own 

fundamental contradictions and the extent of the document manipulations. The worse it got, the worse got the 

effort to compensate it. I told the mourning family, if you see your state authorities as your muscles, go ask 

your doctors how they describe this kind of behaviour of a muscle in medical terms. Maybe about treatment as 

well. Questions.”

Q: “What does this mean for the idea of democracy?”

A: ”Thank you Riley for putting this elementary concern first. An adjustment of the content of a past archive to

the short-lived needs of a present without a future would probably fail as an election platform. Vote me in to 

rewrite your history? That would be a benchmark for a lack of popular intelligence. It is often being discarded 

as an empty stereotype to say that Americans are stupid, but after the Bush presidency they all thought it could 

only get better and it turned out to be wrong. It got much worse. The democratic way to commit this is to have 

it listed in the election agenda without a clear purpose. People vote for hiring the perpetrators under vain 

pretexts of patriotism, and are not being morally repelled by the malignant expectation of approving unchecked 
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hiring. In a culture of fear democracy is not capable of washing out corruption. Erica.”

Q: “Does the Reagan memorial library contain the work of the famous British reporter of the twentieth century 

who wrote through all the organised deceptions of the Spanish Civil War once its result was clear?”

A: “Yes and no. It did, but it was stolen by the government. More precisely, it was exchanged by the 

government for a factory-sealed copy from the same edition, which due to this conduct is not available as 

accessible reader content but was secured as a piece of evidence. The Reagans said, as long as there is no 

official certificate explaining the replacement, there is no security that the content would be identical, even 

though this was most likely had they purchased it themselves in a bookshop. But as part of an official forgery, 

anything is to be doubted, and the only possibility to verify was to change the item by taking off the wrapping. 

So yes, that book has been there and will be there, but currently it is not available. We prefer the return of the 

old one to purchasing a third copy on our own, and will properly dispose of the illicit replacement either into an

anonymiser pool or an oven only when certainty on it has been obtained. The family also categorically demands

coverage of all cost for the professional removal of any illicit underlining from their documents. Next.”

Q: “Is this the original five minutes microphone or a replica?”

A: “According to the library it is. We received it in a sealed package in which it had been donated to them 

years ago and made sure no one could break into the university’s premises in this country and replace it. This is

why this university does not have offices in Japan, the Philippines or Australia where there is American 

occupation and therefore no such security, or more precisely this is why we are being seen as trustworthy to 

take borrowings of this kind. The microphone was a market standard item at the time and only now may appear

unique.”

Q: “What is the most spectacular thing found in the affair?”

A: “Riley, the American state conspiracy is a train without brakes. It does not obey stop commands, not even 

when they come from the top and not from the bottom either. This gravy train crashed into the memorial library

and got to a standstill there. What matters now is a broad understanding that this is the end of it. It must not be 

repaired but put out of service without delay once and for all to make room for a fresh start before it is too late 

for that. Ronald Reagan once said in an Iran-Contra hearing, had he not inherited Whitehouse from his 

predecessors but built by his own staff with the same carelessness as they orchestrated the arms trade scandal, 

he would have ordered to tear it down as a premature construct. I think you may as well apply that to the 

bureaucratic menace that collapsed into his heritage. Erica.”

Q: “Is this scandal related to the mysterious deaths in their supreme court?”

A: “You know, when asked about the future of Iraq the outgoing failure of a president said that Unitedstates 

military ought to have allowed Saddam’s party to continue for a few more years until a new constitution is 

signed and ratified. But the problems in Iraq today result from continued influence of the henchmen of the 

dictatorship, and from giving them second chances instead of making clean breaks. I think American justice is 

weak because their judges are not aware that Abolition means Abolition and not phase-out. Emptying the 

garbage cans means filling the bin and not covering the yard, in case of any uncertainty in interpretation.”

Q: “Would you like to share a chillum?”
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A: “Thank you very much (inhales). This is really good herb, greetings to the gardener. Thank you for 

demonstrating everyone that the dark age when naive flunkies could claim we were dealing with an imaginary 

fake problem we would not have to face without the sacred herb is over. I should add that I increasingly get to 

hear from former opponents that we were true all along our way but they did not realise earlier. If you 

understand why then you also know why this is not a satisfaction to me. That can only result from Abolition.”

Q: “Can you also offer something without it for these of us who do not like it?”

A: “If you ask politely let me see. One of our research fellows took on the forgeries with a focus on the aspect 

which term was used first at which opportunity. You know Ronald Reagan quite often talked of a rollback of 

rival powers. What he had in mind with it was the packing up of the red carpets laid out to state visitors by 

airport staff after their departure. Only when he had failed, one of his former staffers came up with the term 

blowback. This means that the jet turbine exhaust of their presidential air planes is so strong that you don’t 
need servicemen to roll up your red carpet. In the memorial library they found apparent children’s drawings 

illustrating this procedure fraudulently labelled as early works of Reagan’s own children, suggesting he had 

taken efforts to introduce the term at the dinner table.”

Q: “Do the Reagan heirs believe in their success?”

A: “They have openly put the nuclear option on the table. If these family members who believe in rollback do 

not succeed the rest of them is going to close down the library and dissolve it, and one way or another none of 

the forgeries will ever get into circulation. That puts the necessary pressure upon the American public to decide

whether they want it and gives it enough time to understand that they only can have it after a successful 

rollback of what I am mandated to present to you here. This is a checks and balances issue employing a 

separation of hope and choice in order to pre-emptively repel any attempt of blackmail. Any more?”

Q: “Do you also have a standpoint on the scandal concerning the Prince Knife Mosque in Europe?”

A: “Absolutely. Tear it down. This is not xenophobic. Even the Imam of the place said, had they either worked 

entirely on their own or submitted their proposals to his community something useful might have come of it, 

but since they rammed the damned thing through all administrative procedures at the tenfold cost, it can only be

demolished, the sooner the better. I agree it is necessary for pedagogic reasons. If you build like this then the 

only purpose the result can be used for is as a means to demonstrate that unfair tactic does not pay off. If we 

would not break it down, the mistakes made against better knowledge which its architecture represents would 

be repeated and supplemented by more of the same, so demolishing it is not only the cheapest option but also 

the best means to make sure Antwerp will have a nice mosque after the war which does not offend the feelings 

of these it is allegedly made for, bears an untainted name, and has been developed in a way that can be talked 

about without feeling shame for others.”

Q: “Are you serious?”

A: “Absolutely. The Reagan family is serious. Either the memorial library is fully restored or it will be 

dissolved. There is no compromise in between and rightly so. This is the only way to achieve a favourable 

outcome, making it unequivocally clear to conspiracy that any haggling can only draw everything into the 

abyss. Look, if you were to point a gun at me the only things you could achieve are killing me or wounding me
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so badly that someone else completes your job. But you could not make me give you a blessing. Unfortunately, 

my ancestors forgot to teach me how to feel fear of violent theatrics. Some analysts argue that monetary policy 

is such a weapon, and employed by some governments like a machine gun. If you were to point your monetary 

policy against me, the only possible results you might achieve are killing me slowly or killing your currency 

slowly, or both. But you cannot make me dance with you because I believe in a better future regardless whether

I will be part of it or merely my memory. Still more?”

Q: “You said Reagan had got his fingers on the North American soul. Please describe its current condition.”

A: “Trotzki once said in Central American exile, if a vague rumour from London over what has or has not 

happened or is or is not happening or will or will not happen in Washington can excite a press corps in 

Moscow so much that its members cite the Classics against each other, then the Kremlin has been inconsistent. 

Reagan kind of turned this around. It is the Washington administration that suffers this kind of decay. He knew 

what he talked about, though not necessarily in a positive sense. Many observers have weighed his talent to let 

the puppets dance on opponents’ desks, despite his own staff was acting ever more inconsistent, as he 

repeatedly complained at various hearings. When the spook was through, not a bit of a trace remained and not 

even a fresh sheet was needed. But this contradictory mixture failed to convince anyone outside Unitedstates, 

because it is too tightly tailored to the American psyche. The mixed bag of better and worse that goes as an 

improvement there is of no replacement value for the rest of us, because it essentially is the lure the colonialists

used against each other: Replace your mean life in an overpopulated territory with a colonialist service 

existence that is a mixed bag of better and worse, or get it forcefully replaced. The Americans never have 

overcome colonialism, and the American psyche remains occupied by the behaviour patterns thereof. Go tell 

them change that. With this statement, I like to close this session.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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One Hammer

Number: Eleven

Title: „Will and not Can“
Date: Friday, Jan 27th 2017

Name: Barrabas Hirsefell

Content: I got mail from Gewindeberg. At least that is what it says it is. Or was. There was no return 

address provided, with the explanation that it was not from this world. But it was addressed to me and 

arrived as a letter on a few sheets of paper, though without a signature, with the explanation that this 

was the only way to achieve authenticity on a spoofed channel. It carried a stamp displaying a view 

through a microscope. This is so unbelievable that I have taken some time to decide what to make of 

it. But before that, I am going to publish it for you to come to your own judgements. Here you are.

„Monday, Jan 23rd 2017. Dear Barrabas, this is a warning from a brother in faith. Take care and stay 

aware of a grave threat to your existence our people have encountered, understood and faced off time 

and again. You shall know in advance that the biggest risk of it is being taken by surprise and 

overwhelmed by one´s own lack of preparedness to properly identify it in real time. But knowledge 

makes a huge difference and once you got it you will be able to disable it with a few strikes of a 

pencil. Please ready my entire message to you to get all the details.

There is going to appear a man at your door carrying a message to you and your father. You will not 

know him but he will make the impression to know you in detail. He will say we are all in the same 

tent. You will look at the message and see a recommendation from the brotherhood your father 

believes in, give the letter to your father and let him in. Once your father realises that it is a forgery 

based on stolen medical records he will call medical emergency and destroy your and his own life.

When asked for authentication, the messenger will produce an envelope with your sender address, a 

non-existent recipient and a stamp displaying the interior minister whose parents were harassed by 

police thugs because they belonged to an ethnic minority posing in riot police gear with a thuggish grin

on his face; with the explanation that he found it on a sofa along his way. Please do not approve of that

message.

If you have read to this point you are safe already. But you might also want to know why. Maybe I 

start with an example what a medical emergency is. My wife grew up in a family of peasant serfs. 

They were forced to do agricultural work, but the fruit of their labour were stolen from them. Yet not 

by exchange as in capitalism, but by forcefully taking them away, except of these in the overtime 

garden.

They also had an overtime barn in their house and were living on top of their overtime animals. They 

could not choose their visitors, so they chose the that the first thing every visitor would get to notice 

was a representative sample of their labour, in order to prevent complaints and sanctions responding to

other serfs´ neglects from hitting them.
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Of course all this was lost when the factory farms rolled up the markets and capitalism turned the 

small planters and herders into the big proletariat. She never indulged in nostalgia but I will be so kind 

to let you know that she kept a habit from it – just like her mother she did not allow anyone in the 

family to open a window before the cattle were taken care of. I can tell her again and again we do not 

have any animals in the house, instead of the barn downstairs there is only a freezer and the livestock 

is outsourced to the factory farms. It does not matter to her – she insists with all her might on having 

the barn cleaned out before opening up.

Not really a problem, I thought, let her have her mother´s memory the way she likes it and take care of

the big barn our freezer is connected to. There is a lot to clean out indeed which would not give a good

impression of what we stand for. And there are sufficient opportunities to exchange air without having 

it affect her. If that abstraction is what allows her to cope with the effects of capitalism then it is good 

for her and good for me.

Then one day her doctor came along, who was not aware of any of this history because he was paid 

according to his performance through an insurance scheme, collaterally noticed how much emphasis 

she put on this detail, aggressively boasted that all extremes were always the same, swung his 

stethoscope dramatically close to the glass, gleefully observed her emotions and said the behaviour 

was crazy. I stood up from my desk and told the guy that he was fired.

When she heard the closing of the door, she said that she had just taken back her soul. That is medical 

emergency. The only situation when in fact all extremes are the same is when you suffer pain 

overload. Grimmelshausen defined medical emergency as a situation when you might consider things 

you otherwise would not do, such as putting your fingers on your genitalia, in order to keep them. If 

they were freezing off instead, the choice might turn from a practical into a theoretical one; hence it is 

re-evaluated in its entire length and not somehow gradually.

If your father was to loose his faith to a spoof and the bubble burst it would make him do things that 

would otherwise have an entirely different connotation. If someone came to your door with a gun to 

shoot him of which he said he picked it up in the street then it was no worse than an official spoof. The

bullet would start moving once anyone touched upon the trigger. This is a cyber attack for couch 

potatoes.

Ramsay once argued that Occam´s Razor can cut off some risks from a situation but not all. For 

example, when the temperature is sufficiently above freezing point for there to be no snow left then 

you can exclude being hit by an avalanche. Yet if there is a risk that cannot be excluded by setting 

circumstances then you need to replace Occam´s Razor with Farmer´s Knot.

Instead of cutting off the loose end of a causal chain which might interfere with an external risk 

catalyst and get you sucked into something, we apply a method to it that keeps the loose end but twists

it into a harmless decoration. The spoofing risk I am warning you against belongs into this category. It 

is harmless once it does not have a loose end swinging around any longer. It becomes harmless when 
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you understand your father´s brotherhood.

You now have been following in attention long enough to possibly want to understand what it means 

that you receive spoofs of the described type with respect to whatever you might think about God and 

the world. It means that the human soul has become a commodity as described in Das Kapital or 

Christian end time prophecy. It means that you can take the Louis Corvalan song as well instead of the

latter. Don´t stupid. When the 1821 meteorite hit the pacific in the Marianne Area where the sea is the 

deepest on the planet, it eradicated by means of tsunami the entire Unitedstates fleet.

A specialist on Christian morons and Christian end time prophecy upon whom his parents have sued a 

computer market brand name as a newborn elaborated that in the Battle of Gog and Magog, a popular 

motive in the discourse, one of the warring kings said that he was proud that he only found a handful 

of remaining official errors to correct despite the search was exhausting, while the other told the people

of his pride that releasing so many victims of victimless crime for him would be the last thing to do.

This battle is being discussed in order to find moral grounds to pick a side and raise some faith in not 

having to regret it later. By the way, before you are going to question me whether I believe all this 

stuff think a moment how realistic can a book claiming to fit for 365 days of the year and maybe one 

more in a while be if it does not mention snow. Is there any snow in the Bible?

Snow, not sand. No one can eat sand. If you take parables then you can take the whole narrative as a 

parable. It is like a landscape with detailed creatures and features only that you do not get to recognise 

much of it from the narrative unless you are familiar with it. Then you can conclude that end time 

there means that snow has permanently run out and shelve the old brick into the climate warming 

section.

However, if you were to look at it some more then you might figure out that it has snow on the snow, 

namely that even the most decisive fact about snow, whether it will stay or go away, is being covered 

by more snow, and so forth until the ends of the world. Let off those pharisees talking rubbish whether

it will do this or that or the opposite of it. So much for God. Corvalan got free because he facilitated a 

trade-off between governments stuck so deeply in mutual distrust that they feared the people even 

more than the fish in the water.

From here, let us jump back on the subject. What is the meaning of grossly asymmetric aggression? It 

means the exodus is already taking place and the oppressor is already taking increased risk not only 

against us but also against circumstances. The pond might close behind us. The only thing that could 

still defeat us really is fall-back by loss of confidence. Hence the attacks against us are tailored to that.

Someone made a t-shirt of it: Christianity in a Nutshell: I was promised Resurrection and all I got was 

Islam. As you know Christianity pardons its followers everything and anything except meddling with 

Resurrection. The wording means that these who have excluded themselves out of Christianity by 

going after the Forbidden Target do belong to Islam to practise justice upon them.
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The Christian book is on the issue with whatever they did in this endeavour, give them a double dose 

of their own medicine. The Islamic faith, which begins with the statement that the end time has no 

future calls this historical compensation transaction Judgement Day. Once this is accomplished, the 

two streams will merge and people will reconcile and the buds no sane being dared to unfold will 

sprout up. I am saying will and not can to give you an idea of prophecy.

To avoid overdosing, please follow me now for a change of subject. Have you heard what Winston 

Miller has said on Louis Corvalan? I quote it to you: If you are uncertain whether you live in a 

dictatorship, do the windowsill test. The Windowsill Test is when you offer architecture to possible 

users, do mention in the text that it has natural stone windowsills.

If you receive complaints from people who are not even interested in using it then you know that you 

live in a dictatorship. Why? Because if that is what it is it will under the definition of Nature produce 

things people find ugly. In case you wonder if it is a dictatorship then why do they dare to complain, 

please consider that it means they have complaints they cannot put on the windowsill.

If you look at the remainder of the confusion of the twentieth century, it is time to end the world war. 

There is a Hundred Years War in European colonial history, but it was no world war. This one 

however was ended twice and is still going on. And like in any of the major wars in military history, 

next to none of the original players is left and evil jumped from winner to winner like in an ancient 

archaeological record.

I remind you that Europe throughout most of human history was a trap which appeared liveable at the 

first glance but where Nature would commit genocide every year, because unlike the rest of its climate 

zone it is sea-locked and cannot easily be left with navigating straight by the sky alone. Nomads laid 

cyclic supply paths, and only the last in a long row of tropical empires collapsed upon it. Only once 

the majority of the easily liveable world had destroyed itself it became the catastrophe´s epicentre.

As to ending the war, the Versailles Treaty or Paris Suburb Pact, depending on respective narrative 

bias, the first attempt to seal an end to the world war, had the major advantage that it superseded the 

Brest Litovsk Agreement, the last attempt to deny in all diplomatic formality that it was a world war in

the first place. Besides that, opinions disagreed before the ink had dried.

As a result, the banks crashed their currency into it, the war flared up again, was ended again, with 

protections against a currency crash this time, and the banks nuked their currencies, and here we are. 

The only way to end the war is to end the currency. Not just some targeted austerity to cut off some 

type of banknote here or there to keep the public too excited to grasp, but a real end to a century-old 

continuity of monopoly.

Let these who advocate money as an exchange technology try whether they can develop a currency 

that does neither tread upon God, nor the people, nor on common sense. What we know is that the 

current currencies which are involved in the war either as direct participants or recipients or producers 

to not fulfil this necessity. Our aim is to keep away the theological and anthropological 
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misrepresentations in it which provide the condition of the possibility of this war.

I think the development of money can be put on an appropriate track with a plain and simple 

adjustment of financial speculation to the laws of mathematics. There is no need for legal regulation 

beyond that. But currently currency values itself at a would-be value not at the as-is value of actual 

transactions. The accounting trick is just a bit too far off the mark to be understood with current 

common sense, triggering a majority request for an easily available emergency fix. No one can taste 

the fruit before they pluck it, unless you are an animal. That is what false financial speculation makes 

of humans.

As you can see, the circle is closing now. Where the human soul becomes a commodity, not only the 

human body will as well, but acted out and thought out to the end the human environment becomes a 

desert and the human species will go extinct. This is why we confront the nuclear monopoly head on, 

as to begin the replacement of the failed currencies of war – or more precisely, inside peace outside 

war, until they collapse – by dragging its worst toxic asset into the public.

There is nothing more terrifying than the cost of deterrence, except maybe the lack of awareness 

thereof. Since the current regimes of democracy are regimes of war against the people, they do not 

regard themselves as the toxic assets they are. They have an illusion to lose to peace. As I warn you as 

an individual of a targeted spoofing attack against your family tree, as a political movement it is our 

collective duty to warn all the people of the big spoof against the communist party, which has 

remained from the run-up to the world war.

It is a result of plagiarism and unfair competition and to be dissolved to separate grain and husk, as 

opposed to being absorbed as whole. A crystal clear note to all surrogate politics deceptions starting 

with the largest thereof is a prerequisite for true world peace, peace that is not as much as an illusion 

as the racket it would be based upon.

To clear up the fog, just let me for the purpose of demonstration and illustration snow some snow on 

the subject matter which is the reason why you receive this letter. Then it does look like this: Swami 

Hejob ran an Ashram at the feet of Mount Nono. But he had no guests. He put a huge sign on his 

house: Live Against Irresponsibility, and expected these defeated by it to come around.

A guest rang the bell. Swami Hejob expected some help to fold his mass mailings. But the guest failed 

to. Do you not want to live against irresponsibility? Oh, the visitor said, I read Life Against 

Integration. But yes, I also live my own struggle against irresponsibility. But neither am I defeated nor 

can I carry any responsibility for yours.

If you allow me to say we for you, we are not in partnership but in symbiosis, at least as long as the 

irresponsibility is still here. As long as the integration is still there. Beyond that, anything is possible, 

not only in a negative sense though. The doctrine upon which I began this journey is: No decision 

before the Revolution. Everyone carries this through by themselves, everything else is Solidarity.
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And Rishi Isa took the Mount Nono view he had brought with him off the wall without folding it and 

went on his way. So much for the snow on the story. Which one is true, the covered or the bare one? 

Or are they both of the same value for the contrast in choices they provide? I am writing this to make 

you understand the technique at work in the narrative building. In this case, there is truth on both 

floors of it.

In the case of the phoney recommendation I am warning you against it is exactly the other way around.

The shapes vaguely resemble each other. Once you are aware of it, you are safe. Once you know of the

existence and distinctive details of the poisonous lookalike mushroom you can enjoy the true one 

without concern. The world war has taken this form because it is totally obsolete.

Let me close with an explanation why I am warning you. The first casualty my family took from the 

world war was a brakes-man dying from a fever. At the time trains carried operators only for their 

brakes. When the brakes are running hot, it means that they are doing their work. However, when the 

brakes-men are running too hot, it means that they are overworked – someone is driving into 

catastrophe.

And so it is. Without this warning, I might not exist. Take care, J. Gewindeberg

P.S.: In case you doubt me, thanks – I prefer to do that by myself. In this case please consider a 

general remark about warnings. When gig organiser John Safe warned the Velvet Underground that 

there was a car bomb at the entrance of the club were they played – and he had not organised that 

one, but was just a guest there – the band asked him why he would conclude this and that parked car 

there was dangerous.

He told them that all cars government death squads would use came from a special contractor who 

tuned up the engine and gave them harder wind shields and so forth as to win any match situation with

an enemy of state driving the same type of vehicle. This contractor puts its own registration number 

frames on the cars like any civilian car sale does theirs. The lead singer then reached for the phone, 

which at the time was a machine screwed to a hotel lobby wall, and called the police.

He told them that there was a suffocating baby inside, with toys littered all over the seats, at this and 

that address with this and that colour and serial, suffocating baby with toys littered all over the seats. 

The cops thought it was gang feud claptrap and came with a sniffer dog, and the ensuing story how so 

many casualties were avoided is more popular than the moon landing in China.

P.P.S.: Or see the example of Hans Koch, the investigative writer who took John Safe´s famous 

statement ´The Frame is a weapon´ by the letter and penetrated a world economy forum under the 

pathetic pen name of National Chairman for Metapolitics Tommy Zapfenstreich, calling its leader a 

quote whitened wall unquote. You know, like Boko Mobile or Auto Haram, a mix of two languages in 

one word.”

I think Gewindeberg wrote this for more readers than just me. There may be many instances of such 
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phoney recommendations around, and they may be awful to the unaware. And he was so kind to avoid 

mentioning me personally. So here you are, but please fold your copy for yourself.

PS: The envelope also contained a scrap of a commercial newspaper with the following content: 

Rabbotel, VA – A district court sentenced Hogia K., 26, to five years of prison for prostitution. The 

prostitute had saved the life of a cop fighting with her pimp. The law suit against the pimp was 

dropped for administrative reasons. The cop denied he was a customer. The jury said it exercised 

moral responsibility. The woman pleaded innocent.

And on the back of it: Elusive Main River Post Report from Behind the Burkha – Prince Safran is a 

moron, Saudi ex-pat sources say. When he walked by in Riyadh, his camel turned its rear end to the 

Supreme Mufti. The cleric now says decapitation is for the rider not the beast. The exile government in

Mosul stressed that the domino effect contained in the choice is to be weighed by the independent 

judiciary of the Last International.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Yet Another Strike

Number: Twelve

Title: Gralis Talk To Northern Anti-Prohibition Summit

Date: Thursday, Dec 29th 2016

Name: Winnie Messer

Content: �“Hello world, dear creatures, ridiculous morons, God-damned oppressors, blessed 

comrades, beloved people, nice audience, hi there! The subject matter is getting done with 

prohibition. In its eightieth year it smells so bad that it requires to put the clothespin on your nose 

tight enough that you need a moment of concentration before taking it off. That is in short what I 

want to do with you. Figure out ending it without a shock. We begin with understanding its 

condition.” (throws clothespin at cameraman)

“It is reasonable to expect that prohibition is time-symmetric. Like the cold war was time-

symmetric. In the middle of its duration it has a point at which it turns from an ideological purpose

in itself into a vain effort that is being kept up only for the bargaining with the exemption thereof.”

“These ideological campaigns cannot stand the change of generations. They erode. But the power 

that executes them does not gradually erode until it finally implodes. If you take as the turning 

point of the cold war the Battle of the Hotline that ended with the proposal of the Non-Proliferation

Treaty then you can see it on the timeline.”

“If we can identify the turning point of prohibition then we can deduce its end point. Whereas end 

point is to be understood with a reservation, since once it is being grasped that a situation changes 

the change thereof is different than what it would otherwise be. But unless the haggling dominates 

the entire narrative, predictions are reliable with a reasonable margin.”

“Before making attempts to spot it, it is necessary to understand what it is. Fundamentally, it is that

in capitalism every ideological campaign is for sale, even more so its own ones, and for 

speculation as well. It comes to a turning point when these executing it cease to understand the 

untold motivations of their predecessors, as natural fluctuation washes away anything that is not 

tied to official protocol.”

“From thereon it goes on as if nothing had happened, except that the maths has slightly changed 

and it is now a bargaining mass to be traded away for other causes. Prohibition has begun as the 

highest means for the purpose of ideological hegemony, since its turning point it is only one tool 

thereof that might be traded in for others, higher ones or not.”

“Or not. That depends on arbitrary circumstances. It is crucial that turning point does not mean that

the danger from it would have peaked and been going downhill from there. The risk might become 
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even more unpredictable because many more variables are to be factored in. Turning point does not

mean easier to handle. See the cold war.”

“For the specific issue of prohibition it means that the condition changed from the aggressor 

busting everyone it could get at, with a few exceptions here or there for bureaucratic penetration 

efforts, to an attempt of the apparatus to deceive and manipulate whomever it can get at, and only 

feed these who do not respond to it at all to brute force repression.”

“In short, we want to determine when exactly turned the damned mess from busting with an 

appendix of stalking into stalking with an appendix of busting. Given that point, we can then figure

out where we are now with regard to an end to it.”

“For example it might turn out that the end is to be expected in a generation. Or that it is already 

being dragged on since a generation ago. Or we might find out that this point has not yet been 

passed. But we are here in the circumstances we are because it is self-evident that this point has 

been passed before anyone came to identify it.”

“The turning point of prohibition is the death of Haile Selassie, the early icon of African 

independence in the twentieth century, and most notable speaker in the League of Nations, the 

predecessor of the Unitednations organisation. He died in 1975 when the campaign had lasted for 

forty years since the 1930s. As you know, when the world was in flames for the last time these 

claiming to be the least evil of it had no better idea than to harass our sacred herb.”

“After the regime change in Ethiopia no heir on the same level followed up to take over. Not the 

Ethiopian government, not the African identity, but the Cannabis cause of symbiosis of species as 

opposed to unfair competition. It remained orphaned on an international level. Non-governmental 

organisations and individual congregations could not follow up.”

“This being so has several consequences. It is not plausibly possible to pursue a Cannabis crusade 

like the one Ras Tafari refused to be crowned with by his devoted followers among exile Africans. 

These days any such effort would end in a horrible penetration mess straight out of the direst 

warnings on the books. See also children´s crusade.”

“Prohibition can only be rolled back with a singular blast, not with an incremental campaign, 

because there would be interference to the extent of hostile takeover by other means of cultural 

hegemony. The stalking, the means of which both prohibition and the corrupt exception thereof 

have become, must be defeated and not be bargained with.”

“To me this means that I do not have a risk garden because I would be busy with the risk 

management regardless how tiny I make it. The whole world is my garden, even when it is more 

difficult to harvest, because then I can balance the risk with myself.”
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“I will not be standing at a garden door with the drug squad cops on the other side of the fence and

maybe a few witnesses in between, and negotiate whether the written accusations from the telltale 

about the three hypocrites rallying to tax even the wild herbs gathered by their tribe and thereby 

abusing their Creator are meant to match their situation with their duplicitous superiors.”

“Why not? Because they are puppets. Dangerous puppets with irresponsible toys but puppets. As 

opposed to independent minds like the herb demands. I am busy standing at the gates of hell telling

the devils to abstain from taking their toll of this world. I can keep them busy until telling that 

there is no parasitic scum among us for them to take is the truth.”

“But in doing so I rely upon you. I pray to God that he may forgive them, and yet I am neither lax 

nor lenient. I pray to God Almighty that he may forgive them any and every other wrongdoing in 

their lives, so they can be held accountable purely for this conspiracy without any distraction by 

vanities. But it is our turn to deliver them there and not the other way round.”

“Let me paint this clear to yo. When prohibition is nearing its end, it has become next to all 

bargaining with nearly no ideology left. In a sane system without any monopolisation of violence 

this would imply accordingly reduced efforts, but not so in capitalism. This means that there is an 

ideological and material set-up designed to mislead us into bargains exchanging legalisation for 

loyalty.”

“I deliberately say legalisation in order to illustrate the entire nonsense of it. Of course I do not 

want a Cannabis regulation law, but I want the prohibition legislation to be scrapped without 

replacement, and everyone to adhere to common sense to get along with the sacred plants. I remind

you that the last Catholic Pope had to resign because he offended the survivors of sexualised abuse

by his clergy with the claim that he wanted to reconcile with them, instead of asking for 

forgiveness.”

“We do not owe anything to the executioners of prohibition, not even mentioning their names. By 

the way the devils already did. But they are all about bargaining. Never forget, while to us they are

a despicable aberration, in their perception we are to them the once in a lifetime cheap opportunity.

They invested a lot of vain speculation into laying out a bridge of bargaining into nowhere.”

“Hence I propose, for the purpose of public instruction, we do with the bargaining set as we want 

to be done with the prohibition law. When the Soviets came to Berlin, one of the first things they 

did was to tell their best allies there to disband their vigilance committees. Why? To set a standard 

for all the legacy organisations from the Hitler years.”

“The cleanest kid had to wash its hands first for the others to be taught to do the same. Reports of 

the time however say many did not see worthy purpose in it and chose blanket resignation. It came 
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as if you were to push a teacher to give a showcase lesson by enforcing an interrogation with a 

hidden camera – inferior result by inferior approach.”

“We are going to use the bargaining mis-investment as instructional material to teach the public 

what to do with the prohibition state, its staff, its buildings, propaganda and other assets. Then let 

us see whether they like to continue to violently pretend that they had already got the lessons they 

need.”

“You remember, when we taught them how to reduce forest fires with a simple method recycling 

spent clothing, they pretended they would already have gotten it until they annoyed even the 

widows at the coffee table. You know the luminescent in concrete spray-paint reacts with the 

chlorophyll in tree bark in a way that it self-ignites from the bite of a specific beetle, unless 

someone wound a strip of spent clothing around it to block it from climbing up. Never spray-paint 

any trees, it does kill them. Yet instead of getting that, these imbeciles did destructive nonsense 

with spent clothing.”

“Now, we will be teaching them how to dismantle an historical aberration. But since they abused 

the very logic of purpose and means we are required to work outside of it. We will not teach them 

a means for an end, as with rational people. We will treat them as morons and thereby finally make

the bargaining mis-investment a means to achieve an end. We make it a showcase prototype for 

dismantling the capitalist state.”

“Then they can chose what is worth more to them, because either we dismantle the bargaining mis-

investment to teach a lesson on dismantling, or they dismantle their capitalist state, without any 

cover-up of course, so we do not need to. But it is their choice. At least one of the two is to be 

discontinued.”

“The revolution is not to be blogged. The revolution will not be televised. There will be no 

Cannabis crusade for the cameras and corporate liars. There will be a dismantling of the 

prohibition apparatus and toxic monopoly of violence. The first will be the last, and the last will be

the first when the truth is being put from its head onto its feet. Either the capitalist state declares its

own end, or else we will reject the whole bargaining set.”

“As a proof that I am alive and serious, I lead you to grave of the last person that was. Cannabis 

prohibition became possible because Jiddu Krishnamurti did not close the door before he 

disbanded his society. A lookalike then stirred up so much unrest that it served as a smokescreen 

for the sacrilegious effort.”

“I am disbanding my society with closing the door. The echoes of the anticipated slamming thereof

have already shaken your city. Do not believe any of the rumours. I closed everything smoothly. 

They are all cooked up with the blood of the vast majority of the world´s population. I disband my 
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society once and for all.”

“Why? I cite you an example from my very field of expertise. When you look at the remainder of 

the imperial Roman security fence through the heart of Europe then you can recognise the traces 

from beyond its turning point as well, when racism against the Northern people had made way for 

triangulation of their economies as the motive of operation.”

“Every once in a while along the historical line, there is a watchtower remnant in a place 

impossible to defend itself against an attack. Militarily spoken, instant reinforcement was on hold 

all the time through communication links between the buildings, so a crew could afford to sit in a 

place where it would not see an attacker from a distance. But if it was a watchtower, what did it 

watch?”

“These buildings contained a dozen or so legionaries who were not imperial citizens but foreign 

contractors from other tongues of Europe on long-term hire with an imperial pension fund. What 

did they watch? From the basic configuration and placement of the architecture we can see that 

they were there not to defend a diplomatic line but to terrorise the inhabitants of the place.”

“It was just like today. Such are modern societies depending upon instant reinforcement through 

mass communication. They contain unsustainable elements which cannot defend themselves 

against Nature. And by the latter I do not mean cutting the trees growing your way but preventing 

the climate from threatening your existence.”

“By its very structure, that kind of society is a threat to freedom of movement and peaceful life 

surrounding it, hence a dead end, to be disbanded just like the vigilance committees in your city at 

the end of the last war, only maybe with a bit more insight in the meaning and purpose thereof and 

a little less frustration.”

“Krishnamurti, let there be no doubt, underestimated human stupidity. He assumed no human 

being would be so stupid to deliberately conspire to collectively behave more stupid than the 

human species. As some already knew back then this is wrong and stupidity is endless. But he was 

born on a cultural fault line between two civilisations and meant to be encouraging.”

“When the capitalist state is dismantled, everyone can witness us revering the plants as they 

deserve for what they have done for our species, whenever we do it open for public, because we 

can know that the public is sane. If you need to look at us to get an idea of God, practice with 

Nature how to behave accordingly.”

“But at this point the public is infected with conspiracies and it is necessary for the most sane 

thereof – which to some of these standing behind me is still insane, but there we are – for the 

most sane thereof to set a positive example showing the way for all of them.”
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“Look, I have a record of a distant ancestor, older than the rest I mentioned. It says he had to walk 

away after an initiation ritual, and it mercilessly recounts an incredible number of avoidable 

mistakes made in its run-up. Can you trust me that I first walk away, or do you trust yourself even 

less than me that you expect me to be fed up quicker than you can pronounce my name?”

“I know that return means reversal and the first things are to be the last. I disband my society to 

retreat into myself, to extract all things alien from my life and subsist on my own with everyone´s 
average share. I do not set a time frame for restart, but the less it is being pushed for the more 

likely that it is going to be shorter than expected.”

“As the saying goes, where two or three deadlines have been missed, yet another one does not 

bother much. What matters way more just right now is that we get prohibition scrapped as soon as 

possible. Because Abolition is a prerequisite of representation and not the other way round. More 

than that, it is what I like to represent with all my heart and soul.”

“God Almighty, let me have a worthy cause and I am your deepest servant. It is this condition in 

which we categorically do not like anyone to represent anything to us in front of the plants. It is 

not the plants who have a lost benefit of the doubt to fill up. It is the prohibitionists, and it is our 

duty to review them in order to ensure that they properly do so.”

“When we abolish the capitalist state that brought about prohibition and is now attempting to trade 

it for false loyalty, we allow everyone who is less guilty than the most innocent person among the 

dead guilty to abjure with witnesses and live on. Unless you are an activist official, your servitude 

is not going to harm you.”

“Everyone is encouraged to prepare for Abolition. The state is to be extracted from the society, 

there is to be a healing period which already requires the full availability of the herb, and when any

implication of causal connection has ebbed off something fresh may begin. Then I am going to be 

available. But for the time in between you have to suffice yourself with the recipe.”

“The reason for this is very simple. I need to purge my life from what the totalitarian state left 

there despite my unequivocal signals. The quicker it can be dismantled the quicker its traces can be

extracted and authenticity restored. This is not a matter of a defined amount of time but of 

availability of protocol data for checksum verification.”

“I just tell you one more point on the history of your city. When Bersarin disbanded your vigilance

committees, he was true although he did not have his explanation alright. Nearly a decade later, 

when Stalin approached his death, he was haunted so badly by remorse that he pardoned a few of 

the political prisoners he had ordered to be arrested even though his secret service was not 

interested in them.”
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“His successor then had them arrested once more for formal reasons, only to pardon them again 

soon thereafter but this time together with a greater batch, leaving some of them totally confused. 

Can you now see what was wrong with Stalin? He kept his best friends as poker cards up his 

sleeves. Yet his man in Berlin did exactly the opposite and emptied his sleeves for everyone to 

witness. The people matter more than the nomenclature.”

“Nobody helped me to where I am now. And if anyone had wanted to, how would they know? And

if anyone messed it up, how would it be help? No serious aid at all. Quite the contrary. So, no. We 

won´t go from a shouting match into unity of body and mind. It is better to wait a while until 

everything got silent for as long as desired plus a little more, like we desire it for our whole lives, 

and only then make the next step in fresh awareness. Was it not that way the last time it worked for

everyone?”

“I see in your faces that you have arrived at a rhetorical question. It must only be done that way as 

there is no reliable reference. Our collective memory from the last time the plants really were free 

in all dimensions of the concept is more omission than information. Opposite choices are just too 

chaotically intertwined to separate them in one strike. Anything could happen, not only in a bad 

sense though.”

“With the prohibition overstretch the capitalist state is pursuing a bargain it cannot survive. Once 

enough people realise that they are being offered for trade what anyway belongs to them, then its 

days are going to be numbered. From the timeline you see that we now are at the entrance of it.”

“Unless a later turning point is suggested, of course. I make no such proposal, it would be up to 

you to find one. But while overstretch may be going on and on with no destination line on the 

clockwork, it only does so if too few take notice. A known overstretch is much more calculable 

because the causal resonance frame is tighter.”

“And that is what I am asking for. No evil assassinations. No imitative lies. No contagious 

hypocrisy. If you understand what I said then you will be contributing to a smoother orientation 

towards consensual Abolition. When ideology is all spent and the unfair bargain with the 

continuity thereof is all rejected, the prohibition state will be finished. And. Deservedly. So. 

Thanks.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

                                 “
”                                
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